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Abstract
The three papers constituting chapters 2 to 4 of this thesis analyze how governments noncontractible social objectives a¤ect managerial incentives, rms market decisions, and hence the
desirability of privatization.
The rst paper is a theoretical contribution that examines how nonveri able political intervention a¤ects managerial incentives, and hence rms allocative and productive e¢ciency. It
shows in an incomplete contracts framework that managers second-best incentives are negatively related to the possibility of intervention, but the nature of intervention also matters. The
results are applied to understand the choice between private and public ownership, where the
essence of privatization is making political intervention more costly, thus reducing incentives
for intervention.
The second paper develops a model of duopolistic Bertrand competition with vertical product di¤erentiation to study rms competitive reactions to two kinds of shocks. The rst type
of shock is when a rms competitor gets privatized, and starts making its decisions according
to a pro t rather than a welfare maximization objective. The second type of shock is when
a competitor becomes more e¢cient, and tries to bene t from extending its output. The results on rms optimal price and quality choices under di¤erent allocations of property rights
establish a case for mixed markets. In particular, if private rms have moderate e¢ciency edge
over public rms, then privatization of exactly one of the two duopolistic rms, namely that
producing lower quality, is the optimal policy. It is also shown that in mixed markets public
rms may increase social welfare by charging higher prices than their constant marginal costs.
The third, empirical paper examines if common government objectives such as increasing
the rms e¢ciency and employment level can explain actual privatization decisions. To this
end we develop a model that relates these government objectives to observable characteristics of
the rms including rm size, e¢ciency, wages and product market characteristics. The models
predictions are tested on Romanian data, which, due to the peculiar design of the Romanian
privatization, allow us to estimate governments choice directly without using information on
actual privatization, and thus including demand factors in the analysis. The results show that
employment concerns played a key role in selecting rms for privatization, while e¢ciency
considerations seem to be of secondary importance. Accordingly, the Romanian government
was more likely to let smaller and more productive rms to become private that also paid lower
wages, and operated in competitive sectors.
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Chapter 1

Motivation and overview
This thesis is a contribution to a vast literature seeking the answer to a perennial question: which
goods and services should be provided in-house by government employees rather than private
rms inuenced by government contracting and regulation? The utmost importance of this
question for policy-makers hardly needs justi cation. Country studies by the World Bank (e.g.
1995), and the vast academic empirical literature including Suleiman and Waterbury (1990),
Frydman (1999), LaPorta and Lopez-de-Silanes (1999), or Brown, Earle, Telegdy (2006) (see
Megginson and Netter (2001) for an excellent overview) all point out the tremendous impact of
ownership decisions on economic performance and e¢ciency.
Though there has been a huge development in the theory of privatization in the last two
decades, driven by the revolutionary ndings of the so-called economics of information, including
incentive, regulation, and incomplete contracts theories, we think that existing privatization
theory is still unable to explain why state owned enterprises tend to be less e¢cient that their
private counterparts. Chapter 2 of this thesis is intended as a contribution to lling in this
gap. Moreover, even if public

rms have lower productive e¢ciency, the magnitude of this

relative ine¢ciency may depend on a bunch of factors, such as the structure of the market the
rm operates in (Sheshinski and Lopez-Calva, 1999). Despite all its importance only very few
papers address directly the impact of market competition on the desirability of privatization,
which is the subject of Chapter 3 of this thesis.1 Finally, besides zillions of empirical papers
1

Recent exceptions include White (2001), Matsumura (1998), and Bennett and Maw (2003).
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written on the impact of privatization on rms operation, only a handful papers address directly
how politicians actually make their privatization decisions.2 Chapter 4 develops a model to
link common government objectives to actual privatization decisions madeby the Romanian
government.
In the last couple of decades the debate on privatization has been centered around two
e¢ciency arguments. Advocates of public ownership argue that in the presence of market inequities and imperfections, such as monopoly power, externalities, informational asymmetries,
or distributional concerns, public provision leads to a better allocation of resources, and consequently a rise in social welfare (allocative e¢ciency argument). The bottom line of this type
of reasoning is that nationalization facilitates the achievement of competitive prices since the
government cares about social welfare, whereas a private owner just maximizes private pro ts.
On the other hand, those in favour of privatization point out the failures of state ownership,
namely the wasteful allocation of resources and the sub-optimally low level of innovations due
to poor incentives for managers and workers (productive e¢ciency argument).
Though, both arguments seem to be supported by abundant anecdotal evidence, they have
been heavily criticized for the lack of proper theoretical foundations. Indeed, as for the allocative
ine¢ciency of private rms, Sappington and Stiglitz (1987) suggest that the government could
auction a contract that entitles the private owner to receive a payment for the rms output
that exactly equals its social valuation. Thus, the owner fully internalizes social welfare and
chooses a socially e¢cient production level. Furthermore, if the auction is competitive, the
government will extract all the rents from this contract through a (second-price) auction ex
ante, even without knowing the production technology of the rm. On the other hand, the
productive e¢ciency argument has also been challenged by Williamsons (1985) idea of selective
intervention, which suggests that the government can reach the same productive e¢ciency
by just mimicking a private owner. As a generalization of these results, Shapiro and Willig
(1990) derived a couple of robust neutrality theorems showing under remarkably general set
of conditions there is no di¤erence at all between the performance of a public enterprise and
that of a private company subjected to an optimally designed regulatory and tax scheme. Any
theory of privatization must explain why the arguments of Williamson, Sappington and Stiglitz,
2

The very exceptions include Glaeser and Scheinkman (1996), and Gupta, Ham and Svenjar (2001).
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and Shapiro and Willig cannot be applied.
Like fundamental welfare theorems, the above neutrality theorems are also used to identify
environments in which privatization is not neutral. The key observation is that neutrality
arguments are based on the implicit assumption, it is possible to write complete contingent
contracts for the entire horizon of the rm, otherwise the involved commitment problems cannot
be overcome. In this case, as it is well-known from standard economics literature on regulation
and mechanism design, the allocation of property rights only matters for distributive purposes,
it has no e¤ect on e¢ciency even in the presence of asymmetric information. Thus, if there is
any di¤erence between alternative ownership structures, it must be due to the fact that in many
circumstances contracting opportunities are limited, and the government cannot fully anticipate,
describe, stipulate, regulate and enforce exactly what it wants at the stage of privatization.
This idea is captured by the theory of incomplete contracts and property rights developed by
Grossman and Hart (1986), Hart and Moore (1990), and Hart (1995).
In this literature property rights are de ned as residual rights of control for contingencies not
speci ed in the original contract. The basic idea is that the parties have to enter into some longterm contract to avoid hold-ups and the resulting relation-speci c under-investment. However,
such a contract cannot stipulate all the obligations of the parties for the entire horizon of their
relationship, which implies that some bargaining process is needed unforeseen contingencies
should occur. In this set-up property rights give bargaining power, and thus enhanced incentives
to the owner in situations, where contracts do not specify what has to be done. This shift in
relative bargaining power reects either the better outside options of the owner, or that property
rights provide the owner with some, otherwise unobservable information, which yields her some
information rent. Thus, as opposed to complete contract theory, where incentive contracts
determine the allocation of surplus, here the surplus is divided in a bargaining, where property
rights determine parties bargaining power.
While we agree that bargaining over surpluses in unforeseen contingencies may play an
important role in incentive provision, we think that the standard explicit contracting approach
may have been too hastily dismissed as unable to capture the essence of privatization (also
see Tirole, 1999). The main theoretical contribution of this thesis is showing how contractual
incompleteness may a¤ect optimal explicit incentive contracts, hence creating a link between
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incomplete contracts based, and standard explicit incentive contracts based approaches. In
particular, in Chapter 2 we show that noncontractible government objectives may mute secondbest managerial incentives, hence a¤ecting both allocative and productive e¢ciency of the rm.
Based on this endogenous trade-o¤ between allocative and productive e¢ciency, Chapter 3
examines the market behavior of rms with di¤erent ownership. In particular, we show how
competitive interaction between public and private

rms a¤ects

rms behavior, and conse-

quently the desirability of privatization. The novel feature of our analysis is an endogenous
modeling of rms quality choice, which is frequently at the center of the debate on the e¤ects
of privatization. Among other results we establish a case for mixed markets: if private rms are
moderately more e¢cient than their otherwise-comaparable public counterparts, then mixed
markets, i.e. privatization of some, but not all of the rms in the market is the optimal policy.
In Chapter 4 we test if common government objectives, such as increasing the rms e¢ciency and employment level can explain actual privatization decisions. To this end we develop
a model that relates government objectives to rms observable characteristics, and test if our
models predictions can explain the Romanian governments privatization decisions. The results show that employment concerns played a key role in selecting rms for privatization, while
e¢ciency considerations seem to be of secondary importance. Accordingly, the Romanian government was more likely to let smaller and more productive rms to become private that also
paid lower wages, and operated in competitive sectors.
Finally, let me make a note on the topicality of a research on the working of privatization.
Nowadays, there is a trend towards privatization. Starting with the massive privatization policy
of the Thatcher government in the late 70s, privatization has swept across the world. From
1977 to 1989 privatization revenues exceeded USD 1110 billion (World Bank, 1995), and more
recently, transition economies have all been involved in salient privatization programs since
the collapse of socialism. Governments have privatized public rms in the energy,

nancial

and telecommunication sectors, and even traditionally state owned public services, like network
utilities, healthcare services, education or garbage collection have been started to get privatized,
or contracted out. However, we have seen similar spells of privatization and deregulation, which
were followed by waves of nationalization and regulation. After the Great Depression, or World
War II policy-makers were equally con dent that public ownership is indispensable to cure
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market inequities and imperfections. Thus, the debate is far from being concluded.
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Chapter 2

Political Intervention, Incentives,
and Privatization
2.1

Introduction

An interesting chapter of Central-Eastern-European transition countries privatization story is
that several state-owned enterprises (SOE) have often been purchased by foreign SOEs. A
signi cant part of Hungarys electricity distribution network is owned indirectly by the French
state, Deutsche Telekom was a SOE when acquired the Hungarian telecommunication company
Matav, or more recently CEZ, the dominant energy company in the Czech Republic with over
66% state ownership has bought a large share of the Bulgarian electricity network. In such
cases "privatization" amounts to changing the national government for a foreign one as the
owner of the rm. This once again raises the question how privatization works. Can this kind
of privatization have any impact on the operation of the rm, or such transactions are simply
motivated by revenue considerations? In this chapter we argue that the answer to this question
is a¢rmative.
The basic idea of this chapter is that governments tend to use SOEs for achieving social
goals, which may interfere with the rms pro t objectives. Arguably, governments have more
salient social agenda in their home countries, and hence foreign governments have less incentives
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to reallocate rms resources to serve social goals.1 Hence, while French SOEs, for example,
might be used to reduce unemployment in France, they may operate as pure pro t-maximizing
companies in Hungary.
The main contribution of this chapter is a model of privatization building on how the
owners noncontractible objectives a¤ect rms allocative and productive e¢ciency. The novel
feature of the analysis is that in our model it is the employee-manager rather than the owner
whose incentives determine the productive e¢ciency of the rm. In particular, in large rms,
the primary interest of privatization policy, owners typically do not have direct control over
the daily activities of the rm neither under private, nor under public ownership. Thus, as
Schmidt (1996, p. 6) points out, direct applications of property rights literature to the issue of
privatization can be questioned as they focus on the di¤erences in the incentives of an employeeand an owner-manager.
The main di¢culty with capturing the di¤erences in optimal managerial incentives under
the alternative ownership structures concerns that both under nationalization and privatization
the employee-manager is motivated by an explicit, non-renegotiable incentive contract. If the
manager must perform the same task regardless of the ownership form (e.g. exert some e¤ort to
increase the e¢ciency of the rm), then it is not at all obvious why optimal incentive contracts
would di¤er in the two cases, unless we exogenously assume some di¤erence in the contracting
abilities of public and private owners.23 By linking managers second-best incentives to the
owners residual rights of control, we o¤er an endogenous explanation "why it makes a di¤erence
for the employee-manager of a rm whether his company is owned by the government or by an
absentee private owner" (Schmidt 1996, p.3).
Our starting point is that, besides being interested in the rms pro tability, politicians also
care about di¤erent social objectives. As opposed to veri able pro t, however, these social goals
1
There are some counterexamples, however, such as when US multinationals have been used as tools of USAs
foreign policy, but these are more of exceptions than general rules.
2
This is clearly not the case, if a public manager is encouraged to promote social welfare, while a private
manager is induced to increase the pro tability of the rm.
3
There is an important strand of privatization literature focusing on the politicians incentives to draft,
monitor, and enforce the managers incentive contract. The ususal argument is that pro t motivated private
owners exert more e¤ort to make the manager work than less motivated public o¢cials do. However, this
argument loses most of its power if we compare public rms to large private shareholders companies, where
the marginal bene t of small shareholders from higher managerial e¤ort is hardly bigger than that of the public
o¢cials. For an overview of this literature see Stiglitz (1987).
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are typically fuzzy, time-varying, and consequently very hard to contract upon. Contracting
di¢culties create an incentive for the politicians to interfere with the rms pro t-maximizing
decisions, and redeploy the rms resources to serve social goals as uncertainty regarding social
objectives dissolves. The driving force of our model is that ex post noncontractible reallocation
of the rms resources, and ex ante optimal incentives of the manager cannot be separated from
each other. If politicians have the right to reallocate rms resources to serve social goals the
manager is not rewarded for, then managers contractible performance measures are not only
functions of her e¤ort and some intrinsic economic risk, but also the e¤ects of nonveri able
political intervention. This renders contractible performance indicators less precise measures
of managerial e¤ort, which mutes her second-best incentives. As Shleifer and Vishny (1994,
p. 995) put it "public enterprises are highly ine¢cient and their ine¢ciency is the result of
political pressures from politicians who control them". Indeed, most SOEs are characterized by
excess employment and wages, higher operating costs, and investment decisions serving political
objectives.
As a result, politicians face a dynamic inconsistency problem. Ex post, once managerial
e¤ort needed for e¢cient production is sunk, politicians have an incentive for intervention
to increase allocative e¢ciency. However, ex ante the possibility of such intervention mutes
second-best incentives, and adversely a¤ects the

rms productive e¢ciency, politicians are

also interested in. This trade-o¤ between allocative and productive e¢ciency, however, is not
much of a problem as long as the right of intervention can be allocated at will in a complete
contingent contract. The bottom line of our argument is that, if contracts are incomplete, then
it may be very hard for the rms owners to credibly commit not to implement ex post optimal
intervention, since the right of intervention is a residual rather than a speci c contractible
right of control (Grossman and Hart, 1986). In a world of incomplete contracts the holder of
ownership rights can always use her residual rights of control to interfere with the managers
decisions (Sappington and Stiglitz 1987, p.568).
Hence, if contracts are incomplete, the government must rely on some institutional solution
to make its promise credible that it will not intervene once manager has sunk her investment.
We consider privatization as one of the most important commitment devices in the governments
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hands to constrain future political intervention.4 Since the private owner cares about veri able
pro t managerial compensation can be based on rather than noncontractible social goals, "the
tighter congruence of managerial and ownership goals in a private rm o¤ers better protection
of managerial investments against ex post expropriation" (La¤ont and Tirole, 1993, p.638). As
a result, we show, if contracts are incomplete, then private provision may be superior even if
the government is fully benevolent, and acts perfectly in the long-run interest of the society.
Private ownership, as we are modeling it, puts a distance between the government and the
rm, which a¤ects the possibilities for the politicians to deal with the rm. Two implications
of this distance will be emphasized. First, privatization increases the transaction costs of
government intervention. Though, politicians can still pay the private owner for redeploying
the rms resources to serve social goals, it is typically more costly than simply giving orders
to employees. Higher costs of intervention, in turn, reduce incentives for intervention. Second,
privatization may a¤ect the veri ability of intervention. The arms length distance between the
government and the rm under private ownership implies that the government must compensate
the owner for the pro t loss. If compensation is veri able, this may provide the manager with
insurance against political intervention increasing the strength of his second-best incentives.
As it will be discussed in Section (2.5 ), veri ability of compensation depends on institutions
regulating the possible interactions between politicians and private rms.
This chapter extensively builds on several recent advances in corporate governance literature. First, Baker (1992 and 2003) also examine the relationship between explicit managerial
incentives and the owners noncontractible objectives. Baker shows, if the agents payo¤ cannot
be based on the principals (noncontractible) objectives, then optimal piece rates on veri able
performance measures depend on the statistical relationship between the performance measure used and the principals noncontractible objectives. Second, Burkart, Gromb and Panunzi
(1997), similarly to our model, argue that owners residual rights of control to reverse managerial
decisions may undermine managerial incentives. They suggest that more dispersed ownership
can reduce incentives to intervene, since it reduces bene ts from intervention. Their analysis
can be seen as complementary to our model pointing out that less concentrated ownership after
4

Privatization is not the only institutional solution to constrain political intervention. In Section 2.5 we
discuss some alternatives and their relationship with privatization.
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privatization may further reduce political intervention.
Our model is closely related to studies using an incomplete contracts framework to develop
models of privatization. Sappington and Stiglitz (1987) also raise that politicians residual
rights of intervention may undermine managerial incentives, and suggest privatization as a tool
to reduce politicians incentives to intervene by increasing the transaction costs of intervention
(p. 567). However, their exposition is rather informal. A formalization of this idea appears
in La¤ont and Tirole (1991), who argue that the cost of public ownership is that the public
owner may use his control rights to expropriate managers investment muting his optimal incentives. However, in their model managerial investments into expropriable assets is completely
separated from his e¤ort choice to reduce the costs of production. The idea that privatization
can be modeled as an information barrier limiting public o¢cials ability to redirect the rms
resources appears in Shapiro and Willig (1990). However, the productive e¢ciency aspect is
completely absent from their analysis. The bene t of privatization in their model is constraining
opportunistic politicians to promote their private agenda.
The closest work to our model is Schmidt (1996), where privatization is also modeled as a
commitment device for the government that it will not expropriate too much from the managers
investments. However, to derive this result Schmidt assumes away the possibility of any explicit
incentive contract. In his model, the manager is motivated by her increasing private bene t
from higher levels of output (empire builder motive). The main di¢culty with this soft-budget
constraint type argument is that even if ex post it is not optimal to cut back production, not to
speak about shutting down the rm, it is not clear why the manager cannot be punished unless
she is indispensable for production. Shleifer and Vishny (1994) take this idea of discarding
explicit incentive contracts as tools for providing the manager with right incentives further
by assuming that all surplus from production is divided in a bargaining game between the
politicians, the owner, and the manager of the rm. While we admit the relevance of ex post
bargaining over surpluses, we still think that explicit incentive contracts play an important role
in motivating employees whose e¤orts, in turn, determine the rms productive e¢ciency.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 sets up the model, and discusses
the informational and contractual assumptions. The consequences of nonveri able political
intervention is analyzed in Section 3. Section 4 considers the behavior of a private regulated
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rm, and expands on the trade-o¤ between allocative and productive e¢ciency underlying a
privatization decision. Section 5 discusses some related institutions a¤ecting the relationship
of politicians and rms, which may be complements or substitutes to privatization. Section 6
summarizes the main empirical implications of the model. Finally, Section 7 concludes.

2.2

Description of the Model

Consider a principal-agent relationship in which the agent makes a one-time choice of e¤ort
t 2 R+ at a personal cost t2 =2. E¤ort is not veri able but it gives rise to veri able private
pro t
(t; G) =  t t

(2.1)

c(G) + "

where  t > 0 is the constant marginal product of e¤ort, " is an error term, with "  N (0;  2 ),
and c(G) is a nonveri able cost component determined by principals choice of G, described
below in detail. The novel feature of the analysis is the inclusion of G in the standard model.
we shall call " pro tability shock, and  2 economic risk in the sequel. Assume further that the
agents expected utility has an exponential form
 
u(CE) = E u w ((t; G))

t2
2



where CE denotes the agents "certainty equivalent" monetary payo¤, u(w) =

(2.2)
e

hw

is her

utility function, and h > 0 is the agents constant absolute risk aversion. The risk neutral
principals problem is to devise a payment schedule w() to maximize his expected utility of
pro t, subject to the agents incentive and participation constraints, and taking his expected
choice of G into consideration.
Holmstrom and Milgrom (1987) show that under these (quite stringent) assumptions the
linear compensation scheme w() =  (t) +

is optimal, and the optimal slope coe¢cient is
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a solution to the following program:5
max E" ((t; G))

t2
2

1
hV ar( (t; G) + )
2

(2.3)

subject to the incentive compatibility constraint
t 2 arg max( (s; G)
s

s2
)
2

(2.4)

The only di¤erence between the private and public owner as we are modeling them is in
their choice of G reecting their di¤erent objectives. We assume that the private owners single
objective is the maximization of the rms pro t, while the public owner also cares about some
external "social bene t" from production. Let f (G) denote this social bene t, where G  0
is a measure of what the government is interested in, like excess employment above the pro t
maximizing level of employment (this will be our leading example), wage level, the quality of
the products, the level of production, or some pollution emitted. The resulting social bene t
can be anything from worker surplus from higher wages or better working conditions, through
consumer surplus from higher quality, spillover e¤ects, (lack of) environmental damages, to
national security bene ts.
It is quite common in the privatization literature to distinguish between two interpretations
of social bene t. It can be either some positive external e¤ect on the society (Schmidt, 1996), or
it can refer to the politicians private agenda, including short-term reelection concerns, or bribe
maximization (Shapiro and Willig, 1990). In this model, it is assumed that the government is
a fully benevolent social welfare maximizer. Though this assumption is rather unrealistic, it is
simply made to better highlight the main message of the model: if contracts are incomplete,
private provision may be superior even if the government is fully benevolent. As we shall see
later, one can easily weaken this assumption by allowing the government to partly pursue its
private agenda without changing much of the qualitative implications. All is needed for the
results to survive is that government be "su¢ciently" benevolent, where su¢ciently means that
5
The intercept term is determined such that the participation constraint of the agent is just satis ed at the
equilibrium e¤ort level. Given that our analysis focuses on we shall omit the participation constraint, and the
derivation of as it does not provide further insights.
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ex post, once the manager has exerted his e¤ort, politicians choice of G is superior to G = 0
chosen by the private owner. In other words, even if politicians use some part of the reallocated
resources to pursue their private agenda, the rest of the reallocated resources serving social
goals is enough to justify intervention.
Di¤erent interpretations aside, the most important feature of social bene t objectives is
that they are typically fuzzy and time-varying, and consequently very hard to contract upon.
Horribile dictu, ex ante "the bene t function of the principal may not even be known to the
principal" (Sappington and Stiglitz 1987, p. 575). To capture this uncertainty we assume that
ex ante the marginal bene t of intervention is a random variable with
f (G) = (m

"m )G

(2.5)

where f (G) is the bene t from intervention, m is the expected constant marginal bene t of a
unit increase in G, and "m is some error term, with "m  N (0;  2m ). m is a proxy of market
failure raising the need for government intervention, like the marginal external social bene t
from employing an additional worker. We call "m political shock, and  2m political risk. Ex ante
both m and the distribution of "m are common knowledge.
Turning to the costs of intervention, pursuing social objectives reduces veri able pro t. Let
the cost of intervention be
8
< aebG if
c(G) =
: 0

G>0

(2.6)

otherwise

where a and b are two parameters, and G is the level of intervention (e.g. the number of workers
employed in excess of the pro t maximizing level). Parameter a is a random cost parameter
with a uniform distribution over [0; a]. The rm speci c value of a is only known to the manager
and the owner of the rm, while its distribution is common knowledge. Similar assumptions
can be frequently encountered in privatization literature (e.g. Shapiro and Willig 1990, or
Schmidt 1996), to capture that the owner and the manager of the rm knows more about its
technological possibilities than does an external contractor (regulator).6 Parameter b  0 is a
6

We could further elaborate the model by assuming that the manager is better informed about a than the
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measure of the convexity of the cost function, which turns out to be a measure of the sensitivity
of pro t to political shocks.7
The analysis will be conducted using this speci c cost function carefully chosen to maximize
analytical tractability and economic intuition. As we shall see the exponential formulation of
the cost function is particularly convenient.8 First, it ensures the additivity and normality of
the error terms, and hence the optimality of a linear compensation scheme (Holmstrom and
Milgrom, 1991). Second, this formulation gives intuitive comparative statics results. The main
drawback of this formulation is that it does not satisfy the Inada conditions. In particular,
c(0) 6= 0, and

@
@G c(G) jG=0

6= 0. Thus we do not necessarily have an interior solution. However,

we shall always assume that the parameters are such that the extra conditions for interior
solution are met.9 Having said that, unless otherwise stated, the qualitative results do not
hinge on the arbitrary functional speci cations.
Now the government faces two problems. First, it has to motivate the manager to increase
productive e¢ciency of the rm. Second, it has to allocate resources between pro t maximizing
and social welfare enhancing uses in an optimal way as uncertainty regarding social objectives
dissolves. The key insight of the model is that ex ante social bene t is noncontractible, but
ex post the owner of the rm can use his residual rights of control to determine G.10 There
are two ways for the government in this model to a¤ect G. It can either nationalize the rm,
and directly decide on G, or it can privatize the enterprise, and buy private owners consent to
set G > 0 by o¤ering him an appropriate contract on G. The allocation of ownership rights
matters in two di¤erent ways.
First, we assume that the owner is better informed about the rm than an outside regulator.
In particular, under privatization the government knows only the distribution of parameter a
owner, which would imply an additional adverse selection problem between the manager and the owner. However,
as long as the owner is better informed about a than an outside regulator, the same qualitative results obtain,
and no additional insights can be derived.
7
Note, in economics of risk b is a measure of constant absolute risk aversion.
8
A special feature of this formulation is that c(G) does not depend on the level of the rms pro t. That
is optimal intervention is not a function of managers e¤ort, which may or may not be the case. We discuss
an alternative speci cation in the Appendix, where the cost intervention is a decreasing function of managerial
e¤ort, t.
9
In particular we shall assume that ex post it is always socially optimal to intervene, and set G > 0. This is
ensured if m, the expected bene t from intervention, is su¢ciently large compared to a and b, determining the
costs of intervention.
10
We will assume away any additional agency problems regarding how the owner can implement G.
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a¤ecting the costs of intervention. Thus, under privatization the government must o¤er a
sophisticated contract to the owner to elicit a, and e¢ciently contract on G. Building on the
Revelation Principle, the government can optimally implement its social objectives by relying
on a direct mechanism of the form fG(a); T R(a)g, a 2 [0; a], where (the owner of) the rm
announces a, and conditional on this announcement it employs G(a) workers in excess, and
receives a transfer T R(a).
The second di¤erence concerns the mode how the government can impose its social objectives
on the rm. Under nationalization the government does not have to pay the rm to o¤set the
loss in private pro t, since it can give direct orders to its employees that they are obliged
to carry out. Under privatization, however, the government must buy the private owners
consent to redeploy the rms resources by paying him transfers that compensate him for the
loss in private pro t. we shall distinguish two cases depending on whether these transfers
constitute owners private bene t, in which case we call transfers bribes, or a part of

rms

pro t, when we call transfers subsidies. Note, in the subsidies case the manager also gets a
share form the compensation given by his piece rate, which provides him with an insurance
against political intervention. At the same time, to save on managers wage, ex post the owner
and the government prefer bribes to subsidies. If transfers take the form of bribes or subsidies
depends on institutional constraints on the feasible contracts between politicians and the private
owner (see Section 2.5 for a more detailed discussion).
Finally, let us de ne formally the payo¤s of the decision-makers. The governments payo¤
under nationalization equals the pro t of the rm (including the costs of intervention), plus
social bene t, minus the wage of the public manager, w():
S N (t; G) = (t; G) + f (G)

w()

(2.7)

Under privatization the governments payo¤ equals the auction price, z, received for the rm
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in the privatization process, plus the social bene t, minus transfers paid to the owner:11
S P (G) = z + f (G)

(2.8)

T r(G(a))

The private owner receives his outside option payo¤ in case of nationalization, which is normalized to zero. In case of privatization his payo¤ equals pro ts, minus the managers wage, plus
the net bene t from contracting with the government (T r(G(a))

c(G)), minus the auction

price:
V (t; G) =  t t + "

w()

c(G) + T r(G(a))

z

(2.9)

Finally, the managers monetary payo¤, under nationalization is
wN () =

N

 t tN + "


c(GN ) +

N

(2.10)

B

(2.11)

under privatization with bribes her payo¤ is
wB () =

B

 t tB + "


c(GB ) +

while under privatization with subsidies she gets
wS () =

2.2.1

S

 t tS + "


c(GS ) + T r(GS (a) +

S

(2.12)

Informational and Contractual Assumptions

The timing of the model is as follows:
1. At date 1, the government decides whether to privatize the rm.
2. At date 2, the actual owner o¤ers a take-it-or-leave-it incentive contract for the manager
11

It is implicitly assumed that initially all property rights are owned by the government. Privatization is
implemented by auctioning the rm in a perfectly competitive market for a risk neutral private owner for a price
z given by: z = E" ( t t + "  w()) + Ea (T r(a)  c(G(a))), where the rst term is expected pro ts minus
managers (expected) wage, and the second term is rms expected gains (information rent) from contracting
with the government. Note, we could equally consider the converse case, when initially the rm is privately
owned. If information is symmetric, and both public and private owners are risk-neutral then the analysis is
unchanged.
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of the form w() =  + , that maximizes his payo¤ subject to managers participation
and incentive constraints, and his expected choice of G.
3. At date 3, the manager exerts e¤ort t.
4. At date 4, the government learns the realization of "m , and the particular contractible
form of G (e.g. exactly what type of workers, and how many of them should be employed
in excess).
(a) In the public case the government decides on G.
(b) In the private case, it o¤ers a take-it-or-leave-it contract on G for the owner, who
accepts it, if it increases (does not decrease) his payo¤.
5. At date 5, (t; G) is realized and contracts are executed.
The important aspect of this timing is that the incentive contract must be signed before
the realization of "m , and G becomes contractible. In the sequel we talk about "ex ante" if
something happens before the managers incentive contract is signed, and "ex post" after that.
Since under our formulation managers optimal e¤ort choice does not depend on either "m or
G, the order of stages 3 and 4 does not matter.
The crucial assumption regarding the information structure of the model is the following:
Axiom 1 (Contractual incompleteness) At date 2, when the managers incentive contract
is signed, the only contractible variable is (t; G). No contingent contract can be written on any
other function of G.
The noncontractibility of G at date 2 comes from that ex ante the government may not
exactly know what it wants, or at least it cannot specify its preferences in an enforceable
contract (a similar assumption is made in Schmidt, 1996, p. 9). In our leading example with
employment concerns the government may want to determine and describe the state contingent
shadow price of employment. However, "other than the published national unemployment rate,
the government o¢cials may have more detailed information about employment conditions that
cannot be veri ed, such as qualitative information regarding unemployment rates in di¤erent
regions, the extent of underemployment, the alternative opportunities of those who might be
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hired in the enterprise, skills and unemployment rate among di¤erent groups in the population,
and so on" (Shapiro and Willig 1990, p. 59). Moreover, even if G could be speci ed in some way,
ex post the owner has an incentive to escape these clauses, and implement his social objectives
in some other way to save on managers wage. For instance, if managers compensation was
contingent on (excess) employment, then the owner could instruct the manager to "hire" rather
than employ workers generating the same social bene t, and saving on managers wage.
Note, pro t can also be manipulated by the owner in a similar fashion (e.g. to save on
taxes), which a¤ects the managers optimal incentive contract. To control for this possibility,
and focus on the e¤ects of ownership, we shall assume that the variance of such other pro t
manipulations does not depend on ownership. A su¢cient, but not necessary condition for this
is that direct manipulations of pro ts are not random. Note, however, that we do not need
to impose the arguably unrealistic assumption that equilibrium level of pro t manipulations
should be the same under public and private ownership, since expected manipulation a¤ects
only the xed component of managers wage, not his optimal piece rate.
As for di¤erent functions of G, the noncontractibility assumption is quite natural in case of
c(G), which is the owners and the managers, and f (G), which is the governments nonveri able
private information. The nonveri ability of T r(G) is quite intuitive if it is the owners private
bene t, and even if the institutional setting ensures that T r(G) is a part of veri able pro t,
then noncontractibility of G may imply that of T r(G). Note, however, though c (G) is ex ante
not contractible, the manager and the owner have identical rational expectations on how it will
be determined in the future.12 Thus optimal incentive contract reects the extra uctuations
in pro t due to random political intervention.
Axiom 1 ensures that the only available measure of managers performance, (t; G), contains
the owners (ex ante) noncontractible intervention. Otherwise, it would be possible to condition
the managers wage on G, and thus to protect him from uctuations in c(G). Note, in particular,
that for ownership to matter it is not enough that only "m is nonveri able ex ante. If "m was only
nonveri able, then a menu of regulatory schemes, fG("m ; a); T R("m ; a)g, a 2 [0; a], could be
designed at the stage of privatization, where the government announces "m , the rm announces
12

Perotti (1995) constructs a model, where the government has inside information on the rm at the stage of
privatization. He shows how optimal privatization decision is changed, becasue bue to asymmetric information
a privatization decision conveys new information to potential investors.
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a, and the rm will receive a transfer T r(a; "m ). Then the managers incentive contract could
be made contingent on these transfers, and protect him form political intervention. Moreover,
if " and "m were correlated, then the realization of (some function of) G could be used to
improve upon the original contract by ltering out the common risk in pro tability and the
marginal bene t of intervention.

2.3

Political Intervention and Managerial Incentives

In this section, to better highlight the impact of nonveri able political intervention on the
behavior of the rm, we compare private unregulated rms where no government intervention
takes place with public

rms where the government has all the residual right of control to

implement its objectives. In Section 4 we shall relax this clearly unrealistic assumption, and
extend our analysis to private regulated rms.

2.3.1

Private Unregulated Firm

As the private owner does not care about social goals she sets G = 0. Thus to determine
managers optimal piece rate we must solve the following fully standard program:
t2
2

max E" ((t))

1
hV ar( (t) + )
2

(2.13)

subject to the incentive compatibility constraint
t 2 arg max( (s)
s

s2
)
2

(2.14)

First, we solve the moral hazard incentive constraint (2.14 ) for the managers optimal e¤ort
response as a function of

, which in our case is simply t =

 t . Substituting back this

expression into (2.13 ), and solving the corresponding maximization problem gives the optimal
slope coe¢cient:
=
Since
is

FB

 2t

 2t
+ h 2

(2.15)

< 1, the induced e¤ort is lower than under complete information (the rst-best solution
= 1, and tF B =  t ), and the distortion is increasing in risk aversion (h) and risk ( 2 ).
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The main message to emerge from this absolutely standard model is that, if the agent is risk
averse, then the riskiness of the performance measure ( 2 ) and the power of incentives ( ) are
inversely related.

2.3.2

Public Firm

We are looking for a subgame-perfect Nash equilibrium, which involves solving the model backwards. First we compute governments optimal intervention as a function of exogenous parameters and the realization of shocks. Then we can compute managers optimal incentive contract
taking the expected e¤ects of (noncontractible) government intervention into account.
Under nationalization the government can directly decide on G, the amount of resources
reallocated to serve social goals and has perfect information when it makes this decision. In
particular, the government has learnt the realization of "m , and as the owner of the rm knows
exactly the costs of intervention (including parameter a). Thus, governments problem boils
down to


h
max max (m
G0

"m )G

i 
aebG ; 0

(2.16)

Under
our assumptions the rst order condition determines the optimal intervention: GN =
8
< 1 ln( m "m ) if 1  ln m "m
b
ab
ab
. In what follows, we shall assume that the parameters are
:
0
otherwise
such that we have an interior solution, GN > 0, that is ex post it is always optimal to intervene.

Hence, optimal intervention is given by

GN =

1
m "m
ln(
)
b
ab

(2.17)

and the cost of intervention is
c(GN ) =

m

"m
b

(2.18)

Note, since the government has perfect information when it determines GN , it is the rst-best
level of intervention.
Now turning to the problem of managers optimal incentive contract, to derive the optimal
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piece rate,

N,

we must substitute back c(GN ) into the pro t equation (3.6 ) to get
 N (t; GN ) =  t t + "

m

"m

(2.19)

b

Now the maximization problem (2.3 )-(2.4 ) takes the following form:13

maxE"  N (t; E"m (GN ))

(m

"m ) GN

t2
2

c(GN ) +

(2.20)

1
hV ar(  N (t; GN ) + )
2

subject to
t 2 arg max(  N (s; GN )
s

s2
)
2

(2.21)

Solving this program gives the optimal slope coe¢cient
N

=

 2t

+ h( 2 +

1 2

b2 m

 2t
+ 2 1b (" ; "m )   m )

(2.22)

where (" ; "m ) is the correlation between economic (" ) and political ("m ) risk.
This formula has the same form as in case of the private unregulated rm:

=

 2t
.
ar( t )

 2t +hV

The piece rate is increasing in the marginal product,  t , and decreasing in risk aversion, h, and
the riskiness of managers performance measure, V ar( N (t; GN )). Moreover, as long as the cost
of intervention does not depend on t, expected intervention does not a¤ect

, only its xed

component, , is changed to satisfy the participation constraint (see the Appendix when this
is not the case). The novel feature of this formula compared to (2.15 ) is that the variance of
managers performance measure now consists of three terms: economic risk (  ), political risk
( m ), and the correlation between economic (" ) and political shocks ("m ).

2.3.3

Comparative Statics: Political Intervention and Incentives

In this section we examine how equilibrium government intervention a¤ects the rms allocative
and productive e¢ciency from the viewpoint of social welfare. Starting with allocative e¢ciency,
13
Note, the conditions for the optimality of a linear contract still apply. In particular the shocks are still
additive, and normally distributed.
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it is not surprising that, since under our assumptions government is fully benevolent, and as
owner has perfect information at the time of intervention, such intervention (weakly) increases
allocative e¢ciency. The expected gain from the intervention is given by

E"m (m
8
<
:

m
b

m
ln( ab
)


1


c(GN ) =

"m )GN

2 1b cov "m ; ln

m "m
ab

0



if

ln

(2.23)

m "m
ab



1>0

otherwise

Note, if the government was partly malevolent, then this expression would be smaller by
the cost of resources reallocated to serve the politicians private agenda. Simple comparative
statics yields the following proposition (see also Table 1):
Proposition 2 (Allocative e¢ciency of public

rm) If politicians are fully benevolent, po-

litical intervention (weakly) increases allocative e¢ciency. Expected gain is decreasing in the
costs of intervention (parameters a and b), and increasing in the expected value (m) and variance ( 2m ) of the marginal bene t of intervention.
Turning to productive e¢ciency, ex post reallocation of resources a¤ects ex ante optimal
incentives of the manager. Comparing (2.15 ) and (2.22 ) we can see that the di¤erence in
managerial incentives comes from that government intervention a¤ects the variance of private
pro t, the veri able measure of managers performance. Referring to a standard result of
incentive theory, if government intervention increases the riskiness of private pro t, then optimal
second-best incentives are weaker in public

rm (

N

<

), and vice versa. The impact of

government intervention on the variance of private pro t depends on sign and magnitude of
V ar( N (t; GN ))

V ar((t; 0)) =

1 2
1
 m + 2  (" ; "m )    m
2
b
b

(2.24)

The rst term on the right hand side is positive, while the sign of the second term is determined
by (" ; "m ), the correlation between economic and political shocks. Depending on the sign of
this correlation, the two sources of risk,   and  m may strengthen or weaken each others
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e¤ect. If we substitute tN =

N

t

into pro t equation (2.19 ), and compute

@V ar( N (t; GN ))
1
= 2h    m < 0
@(" ; "m )
b

(2.25)

we can see that the variance of managers performance measure is an increasing function of
the correlation between the two types of risk. Indeed, if we have a strong positive correlation,
then in contingencies with low pro tability government intervention tends to be high, further
reducing the pro t of the rm. This implies that uctuations in pro ts get larger. As it can be
seen from
@V ar( N (t; GN ))
1
= 2h(  + (" ; "m ) m )
@ 
b

(2.26)

@V ar( N (t; GN ))
2h 1
=
(  m + (" ; "m )  )
@ m
b b

(2.27)

and

if the correlation is negative, then each shock plays a double role. On one hand, its variance
increases riskiness of pro t ( rst terms in the brackets), while it mitigates uctuations due to
the other type of risk (second term in the brackets), on the other. The net e¤ect depends on the
strength of the correlation, the relative magnitude of the two risks, and parameter b a¤ecting
the relative magnitude of political risk.
Thus, it is the sign of (" ; "m ), the correlation between economic and political shocks, that
plays a crucial role in determining the e¤ects of government intervention on optimal incentives
of the manager, and hence on productive e¢ciency. If (" ; "m )  0, then political intervention
clearly increases the variance of pro t. Even (" ; "m ) = 0 implies that  2   2 +

1 2
 ,
b2 m

and the manager faces more risk under public, than under private ownership. Moreover, even if
(" ; "m ) < 0, the parameters must satisfy several additional conditions for the whole expression
to be negative. First, the absolute value of the correlation (" ; "m ) has to be close to 1, so that
the two shocks e¤ectively mitigate each others e¤ect. Second, parameters b and   have to be
large, so that the "insurance" e¤ect of intervention reducing aggregate risk (the second term
in (2.24 )) dominates its idiosyncratic e¤ect increasing the riskiness of pro t (the rst term in
(2.24 )).
The above analysis sheds some light on why incentives of public managers, and hence pro-
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ductive e¢ciency of public rms is typically di¤erent from unregulated private rms (there is no
reason to assume that expression (2.24 ) is zero). At the same time, the majority of empirical
studies (see Megginson and Netter (2001) for an excellent review) has found that this di¤erence
is typically in favour of private rms. In this framework this suggests that (" ; "m )  0 (or at
least not << 0) is the typical case, that is economic and political shocks tend to be positively
correlated. This means that in highly pro table states of the world (high " ) the government
has less incentive to intervene and reallocate resources ("m is high, and m

"m is low), and the

other way round.
If we look at di¤erent interpretations of G, it can be argued that this is likely to be the case.
Most conceivable reasons for government intervention are arguably either counter-cyclical, or
independent of economic uctuations. In our leading example, when G is excess employment,
it is quite natural to assume that excess employment is more valuable in economic recession,
when pro tability is lower anyway, than in economic upswing. This implies that (" ; "m ) > 0.
Alternatively, taking partly self-interested politicians, the government may want to pay higher
wages to public employees, if this is needed for its re-election. In this case, the government may
need more to bribe workers by paying them higher wages if the economy is weak. In the sequel
we shall assume that (" ; "m )  0.
Given this assumption, simple comparative statics reveals how nationalization a¤ects the
productive e¢ciency of the rm, and how this e¤ect depends on the parameters of the model.
To implement this we compare managers e¤ort level under alternative forms of ownership, as
a proxy of productive e¢ciency. The results can be found in Table 1, and the main ndings are
summarized in the following proposition:
Proposition 3 (Productive e¢ciency of public

rm) Unless pro tability (" ) and politi-

cal shocks ("m ) are strongly positively correlated, government intervention increases the riskiness
of managers performance measure. The resulting drop in productive e¢ciency is increasing in
the importance of managers incentives ( t ), managers risk aversion (h), the strength of correlation between the two types of shocks (j(" ; "m )j), and the magnitude of economic ( 2 ) and
political ( 2m ) shocks.
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Parameter

Alloc. e¤.

Prod. e¤.

Social welfare

Marg. prod. of e¤ort ( t )

0

-

-

Expected ben. of int. (m)

+

0

+

Risk aversion (h)

0

-

-

Correlation ()

0

-

-

Var. of pro tability ( 2 )

0

-

-

Var. of social ben. ( 2m )

+

-

?

Marg. cost of int. (a)

-

0

-

Sensitivity (b)

-

-

-

Table 2.1. The marginal e¤ect of di¤erent parameters on the
desirability of political intervention in private unregulated rms
(0: no e¤ect, -: negative e¤ect, +: positive e¤ect)
The interpretation of these comparative statics results is quite straightforward. The rst set
of parameters (,  2 ,  2m , and b) a¤ects the relative variance of pro t in public compared to
unregulated private

rms. If (" ; "m )  0, then the variance of the pro t is increasing in

the strength of correlation, because the two sources of variance tend to reinforce each others
e¤ect. This ampli cation e¤ect is larger if economic and political risks ( 2 and  2m ) get larger.
Finally, the distortion in productive e¢ciency is decreasing in b, because as b gets smaller
pro t becomes more sensitive to uctuations in social bene t from intervention. This means
that, if b is small, political shocks trigger relatively small uctuations in equilibrium cost of
intervention, and hence in pro ts. To get the intuition consider the case when marginal cost
of intervention is constant, and equal to the expected value of (constant) marginal bene t, m.
Assume further that "m can take + or

with probability 12 . In this case the marginal bene t

from intervention is  (t), which can be arbitrarily small as

gets smaller. On the other hand

intervention imposes huge risk on the manager: with probability
probability

1
2

1
2

pro t is zero, and with

it equals  (t).

The second set of parameters ( t , and h) determine how strongly productive e¢ciency of
the rm is a¤ected by an increase in the variance of pro t. As marginal product of managers
e¤ort ( t ) goes up, managerial incentives become more important. An increase in managers
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risk aversion (h) implies that a given increase in risk triggers a larger fall in the strength of
managers second-best incentives.
Finally, the third set of parameters, a and m, has no e¤ect on productive e¢ciency. As
for the parameter a, a¤ecting the costs of intervention, this is an artifact of the exponential
formulation of the cost function. However, the irrelevance of the expected marginal bene t of
intervention, m, for productive e¢ciency seems to contradict Schmidts result (1996, p. 17-18),
who argues that productive e¢ciency falls as social bene t of ex post intervention becomes
larger. The reason for this di¤erence is that Schmidt rules out the possibility of any explicit
incentive contract between the owner and the manager, which implies that expected intervention also hurts managerial incentives. In our model, in contrast, even though intervention is
noncontractible, its expected e¤ects are taken into account in managers explicit incentive contract by adjusting the xed component of his wage ( ). Thus, it is the variability of ex post
intervention, rather than its level that adversely a¤ects managerial incentives.
The following corollary sums up the main results of this Section:
Corollary 4 Governments right of intervention induces a trade-o¤ between productive and
allocative e¢ciency. Government intervention is more preferable as ex post reallocation of resources becomes more desirable (the expected value (m) and the variance ( 2m ) of the marginal
bene t of intervention go up, or its costs (a and b) go down), and less preferable as its adverse e¤ects on productive e¢ciency of the rm becomes socially more costly (the importance
of managers incentives ( t ), risk aversion (h), the strength of correlation between the two
types of shocks (j(" ; "m )j), and the variance of pro tability ( 2 ) and the marginal bene t of
intervention ( 2m ) go up).

2.3.4

Policy Implications

There are some important policy implications of the trade-o¤ between allocative and productive
e¢ciency derived in the previous subsection. Some of them are quite trivial, while others may
be more subtle.
1. More salient market failures (m is high) make public ownership more desirable.14 The
14

So far we have assumed away the possibility of regulation. We shall see in the next section that taking
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case for public ownership is stronger if these failures can be corrected at a relatively low
cost (a and b are low).
2. In line with Schmidt (1996, p. 17) the comparative advantage of privatization goes up
if managers investment becomes more important (in our model  t is higher), and if the
managers utility is more strongly a¤ected by governments intervention. This latter is
not only a function of the managers risk aversion, h, as in Schmidt, but also b, a measure
of how sensitive the rms pro t is to political intervention.
(a)  t is likely to be higher in growing, and highly competitive industries.
(b) b is low if

rm can serve political goals at relatively constant costs. In case of

employment concerns this result implies that labor intensive

rms should remain

public, while capital intensive rms should be privatized.
3. More economic uncertainty (higher  2 ) makes state ownership less desirable. This result
is very much in line with the anecdotal evidence that SOEs are less exible in reacting to
changes in economic environment. This implies that rms with substantial market power,
or facing relatively inelastic demand are the best candidates for state ownership.
4. Given that strong positive correlation between economic and political shocks hurts managerial incentives, our results suggest that using SOEs as tools of a counter-cyclical economic policy may be rather costly in terms of the loss in the rms productive e¢ciency.
5. Uncertainty regarding social goals to be pursued by the government has a double impact
on SOEs. On one hand, allocative e¢ciency gains are increasing in  2m , the measure of
uncertainty of the social goals. The more uncertain social objectives are, the more valuable
is governments right to adjust the level of intervention. As Shleifer (1998, p. 141.) puts
it "nationalization [...] allows the government to change its mind about what it wants to
be produced, how fast and by whom, without having to pay a contractor for changing the
terms." This consideration may be particularly important around wars (Shleifer, 1998),
or in transition economies, where the government is unlikely to be able to specify its
regulation into account does not qualitatively change this result.
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goals following revolutionary economic and social changes. Hence, our results provide
an explanation why privatization has been implemented gradually rather than at once in
transition economies.15 On the other hand, higher uncertainty hurts rms productive
e¢ciency. This may explain why there is relatively little di¤erence in the performance of
SOEs and private rms in developed countries with stable economic environment. In case
of transition economies our model predicts that productive e¢ciency of SOEs is likely to
catch up with that of private rms as revolutionary changes calm down, and politicians
let public managers work.

2.4

Privatization

The discussion in the previous subsection focused on the di¤erences in the behavior of SOEs,
where politicians could impose their noncontractible objectives by simply giving orders to their
employees, and private rms, where no government intervention took place. The main message
to emerge from that analysis was that, if contracts are incomplete, then even if the government
is fully benevolent it may be socially optimal to constrain political intervention, and let the
private owner make his decisions according to a pro t-maximization criterion. At the same
time, governments choice is rarely limited to these two alternatives. In fact, these can be
seen as two extreme cases where governments inuence is either unrestricted or totally absent.
Even if a rm is privatized there is plenty of scope for the government to a¤ect private owners
decisions by appropriate contracts, including regulation. Hence, at the stage of privatization
the governments choice is between state ownership and private regulated rms.
In our model privatization reduces governments private (noncontractible) information about
the rm, which makes it more costly for the government to devise optimal intervention reducing
incentives to intervene. In particular, we assume that the costs (parameter a), and hence the
optimal level of intervention is the owners private information. As an outside contractor the
government knows only the distribution of the cost parameter. As a consequence, in case of
privatization the government faces a standard adverse selection problem with a non-marketed
good, G, and a one-dimensional uncertain parameter, a (see Caillaud et al., 1988).
15

See Gupta, Ham Svenjar (2004) for an alternative alternative explanation of the sequencing of privatization
relying on the transaction costs of implementing privatization.
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To simplify the analysis, we shall assume that the government, as a regulator has all the
bargaining power.16 In particular, the government makes a take-it-or-leave-it o¤er to the owner,
who accepts the o¤er if the contract (weakly) increases his utility. The optimal contract on G
o¤ered by the government is the solution to the following maximization problem:

max

fT r(:);G(:)g

Za

f (G(a))

T r(a)f (a)da

(2.28)

0

subject to the incentive compatibility constraints ensuring that it is optimal for the rm to
truthfully report its cost parameter:
T r(a)

c(a; G(a))  T r(e
a)

c(a; G(e
a)) for all 0  a  a; 0  e
aa

(2.29)

and the participation constraints ensuring that every rm is willing to sign the contract:
T r(a)  c(a; G(a)) for all a 2 [0; a]

(2.30)

The solution of this problem is relegated to the Appendix. The main results can be summarized
as follows.
Assuming that it is optimal to intervene (i.e. GP > 0), optimal second best intervention is
given by
GP =

1
m "m
ln(
)
b
2ab

(2.31)

The cost of this intervention is
c(GP ) =

m

Finally, information rent, de ned as U (a) = T r(a)
parameter a is given by

"m
2b

c(a; G(a)), received by the rm with cost

 
a m "m
U (a) = ln
a
2b

16

(2.32)

(2.33)

Note, there is no loss of generality from giving all the bargaining power to the government. The allocation
of bargaining power a¤ects only the distribution of net surplus, but not the equilibrium level of G. Hence, it has
no e¤ect on managerial incentives.
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2.4.1

Allocative E¢ciency

A comparison of the optimal levels of intervention under di¤erent regimes (expressions (2.17 )
and (2.31 )) leads us to the following proposition:
Proposition 5 (Allocative e¢ciency) If politicians are fully benevolent, then the possibility
of political intervention increases allocative e¢ciency. In particular
G = 0 < GP =

1
m "m
1
m "m
ln(
) < ln(
) = GN = GF B
b
2ab
b
ab

(2.34)

where G, GP , and GN are the optimal levels of intervention in private unregulated, private
regulated and public rms, and GF B is the rst best level of intervention.
This is a manifestation of a standard result of contract theory. Since under private ownership the government must pay costly information rent to the private owner to elicit his private
information regarding the costs of intervention (a), there is a trade-o¤ between allocative e¢ciency and lower rents. Thus, the second-best optimal level of intervention under privatization
is lower, than under public ownership, where the government has perfect information when
deciding on G. The distortion is increasing in a, and it goes to 0 as a ! 0 (no distortion at the
top property). Finally, according to (2.33 ) the rent is decreasing in a, with U (a = a) = 0, i.e.
no rent is received by the highest cost rm.

2.4.2

Productive E¢ciency

Turning to productive e¢ciency of private regulated rms, privatization a¤ects the relationship
between the government and the rm in at least two di¤erent aspects. First, under privatization
the government has less information about the rm, which, as it can be seen from (2.32 ), not
only reduces the equilibrium level of intervention, but also its variance. Second, the arms length
distance between the government and the rm under privatization may render the transactions
between politicians and the rm more transparent. Under public ownership, the government
can give direct orders to its employees that they are obliged to carry out unless orders are
inconsistent with some clause of the explicit contract specifying the rights of the parties. In
the private case, however, the government and the private owner are equal contracting parties.
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Thus, the government cannot give orders to the private owner (this would be inconsistent with
fundamental constitutional rights protecting private property), but it must buy the owners
consent for any political intervention by compensating him for the loss of pro t caused by the
reallocation of resources away from their pro t enhancing uses.
At the same time, it is the manager rather than the owner, whose incentives determine the
productive e¢ciency of the rm. Thus the question is, whether compensation paid to the owner
also provides the manager with insurance against nonveri able political intervention. This in
turn depends on institutions regulating the set of feasible contracts between the government
and the owner of the rm. The key observation is that contractual relationships may be much
easier to monitor, and hence to regulate than the owners control rights. As Shapiro and Willig
(1990, p.76) emphasize, "a regulator of private enterprise can be more e¤ectively monitored [...]
than can a public minister" (who acts as owner of the rm).
We shall distinguish between two cases. In the rst case there are no institutional constraints
on the nature of the compensation. Then, to save on managers wage, the government and the
owner will specify compensation such that it does not appear in veri able pro t, but constitutes
owners private bene t. We call bribes compensations of this kind. In the second case we
assume that political institutions ensure that transfers constitute a part of veri able pro t.
Such institutions requiring the transparency of transactions between politicians and private
rms are fairly common in developed countries, with the primary aim of ghting corruption
and political patronage. We call subsidies transfers of this kind.
Bribes
In developed market economies there is extensive regulation on how politicians may deal with
private rms. At the same time, the persistence of corruption, among others, proves the insufciency of these laws. In our model it is not hard to see that ex post contracting parties (the
owner and the government) are better-o¤, if the manager receives no part of the surplus from
their contract. Thus, in the absence of e¤ective legal and political constraints, they will specify
compensation such that it does not appear in the pro t of the rm, from which

B

> 0 share

would go to the manager.
If the compensation paid by the government for the loss of pro t is the owners private
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bene t, then by substituting (2.32 ) into (3.6 ) the pro t expression becomes
 B (t; GP ) =  t t + "

m

"m
2b

(2.35)

Comparing (2.35 ) and (2.19 ) reveals that not only the level of intervention is lower under
m
bribes ( 2b
<

m
b ),

but uctuations due to political intervention are also lower under private than

m
under public ownership ( "2b
<

"m
b ).

The reason is that less information the government has

under privatization not only reduces the optimal (second-best) level of intervention, but also
its variance. This result was also obtained by Shapiro and Willig (1990, p. 72), who conclude
that "public enterprise responds more fully than does regulated private enterprise to changes
in the objectives of public o¢cials".
Lower political risk, as we have seen in Subsection 2.3.3 decreases the riskiness of veri able
pro t (V ar( B )), which results in stronger optimal second-best incentives for the manager.
Indeed, if we substitute back (2.32 ) into (2.20 )-(2.21 ), and solve it for the optimal piece rate,
we obtain
B

=

 2t
 2t + h( 2 +

1 2

4b2 m

1
b (" ; "m )   m )

(2.36)

Subsidies
As opposed to the previous subsection now transfers paid by the government to compensate
the owner for the loss of pro t are part of the rms pro t. As we have seen, since all bargaining power is allocated to the government, subsidies equal the costs of intervention, plus an
information rent U (a) given by (2.33 ). Thus, the rms veri able pro t is now given by
 S (t; GP ) =  t t + " + U (a)
where U (a) = ln

a
a

m

"m
2b

(2.37)

is the information rent received from the government. Now solving

the analogy of (2.20 )-(2.21 ) for the optimal piece rate gives:
S

=
 2t

+

h( 2

+



ln( a
a)
2b

2

 2t
 2m
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ln( a
a)
b (" ; "m )   m )

(2.38)

Comparative Statics
The private rm with bribes can be seen as a mean between the unregulated private rm with
high productive, but low allocative e¢ciency, and the public

rm with high allocative, but

low productive e¢ciency. It is less exposed to political intervention than a public rm, and it
can better serve social goals than its unregulated counterpart. The desirability of privatization
depends on factors determining the relative importance of these two types of e¢ciency, as it
has been analyzed in Subsection 2.3.3 .
Comparing compensated and uncompensated government intervention the most important
di¤erence between the corresponding piece rates,

B

and

S,

is that in (2.38 ) the sign before the

last term in the denominator is negative, because in the subsidies case government intervention
weakly increases rather than decreases pro t (except for the highest cost rm with a = a). This
implies that a positive correlation ((" ; "m ) > 0) between the two types of shock now reduces
the variance of pro t. If, as we argued, correlation is positive, low pro tability goes together
with high level of intervention, and gains from this contract provide insurance against economic
uctuations, which implies that
S

Comparing

B

<

S.

and

, the measure of productive e¢ciency of private unregulated rms,
ln( a )
their relative magnitude depends on how this insurance e¤ect ( ba (" ; "m )   m ) compares
 a 2
ln( )
to the extra risk from intervention ( 2ba
 2m ). If positive correlation is strong enough,

and economic risk ( 2 ) is relatively large compared to political risk ( 2m ), then V ar( S ) <
V ar(), and

<

S,

which means that a private rm with transparent subsidies may be even

productively more e¢cient than its private unregulated counterpart.17
The rm speci c cost parameter, a, now plays an important role in determining the power
of managerial incentives. A smaller a not just increases pro tability, but also decreases the
variance of information rent. This implies that if political intervention decreases the variance
of veri able pro t (V ar( S ) < V ar()), then the insurance e¤ect of political intervention is
stronger in rms that can e¢ciently serve social goals (have low a), and the other way round.
These results are summarized in the next proposition.
17
Note, if government intervention could be contracted upon in the incentive contract of the manager, then
subsidies could be used to lter out the common risk in pro tability and the marginal value of intervention. This
would lead to even stronger optimal incentives for the manager.
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Proposition 6 (Productive e¢ciency of private

rms with subsidies) If the correlation

between pro tability and political shocks is positive ((" ; "m ) > 0) and relatively strong, moreover, economic risk ( 2 ) is relatively large compared to political risk ( 2m ), then
<

S,

N

<

B

<

that is private regulated rm with subsidies has the highest productive e¢ciency. More-

over, productive e¢ciency of private subsidized rms is increasing in rms e¢ciency in serving
social goals (decreasing in a).
This analysis suggests that transparency of the transactions between politicians and rms
plays a more important role in determining the

rms productive e¢ciency than ownership

itself. At the same time, it can be argued that private ownership has an eminent role in
ensuring this transparency. Privatization can be seen as a precondition for all other institutions
to regulate e¢ciently the relationship of politicians and rms. As it has been already expounded,
if politicians can give direct orders to their employees, then it is very hard to control political
intervention. Privatization, by putting a distance between politicians and the rm, makes it
feasible to monitor and control political intervention. On the other hand, the bene cial e¤ects of
privatization depend heavily on the quality of political institutions regulating the relationship
between politicians, and both public and private rms. This will be expounded in the next
subsection in detail.

2.5

Substitute and Complementary Institutions to Privatization

Empirical evidence on privatization supports that on average privatization has a positive impact
on the e¢ciency of the rm. However, there is substantial variation behind the e¢ciency gap
between SOEs and private rms, and not just across industries but also across countries. In
some countries massive privatization programs resulted in spectacular e¢ciency improvement
without undermining allocative e¢ciency. In other countries privatization of very similar rms
failed to deliver the expected results forcing the government to pay large subsidies to the
privatized rms, or even renationalization with huge transaction costs. Yet in other countries
there was hardly any di¤erence between the behavior of SOEs and private rms. Thus, evidence
suggests that the costs and bene ts of privatization cannot de determined in isolation: they
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largely depend on the institutional framework. In this section we discuss what our model has
to say about the relevant institutions that may be complements or (imperfect) substitutes to
privatization.
In our model privatization can be seen as a commitment device for the government to credibly commit less to interfere with the pro t-maximizing decisions of the rm. The credibility of
this promise, however, comes from that there are robust institutions, including the constitution,
protecting private property from the government. In countries, where the protection of private
property is so undeveloped that the government can implement its objectives without having
to respect the rights of private owners, then the case for privatization becomes less compelling.
Even if private property is respected there are signi cant di¤erences across countries regarding
the feasible set of interactions between politicians and private rms. In less developed countries
the political and economic elite are often interlinked making collusion between politicians and
the private owners relatively easy. E¢cient anticorruption laws play a key role in ensuring the
transparency of political intervention, which may protect managerial investments. Finally, the
structure of the private rms ownership also matters. Burkart, Gromb and Panunzi (1997)
argue that more dispersed ownership reduces the owners incentives for intervention. Thus
large shareholders companies with millions of small shareholders are unlikely to collude with
the politicians, hence protecting managerial investments.
On the other hand, ownership is just one, though very important institution a¤ecting how
politicians can deal with the rm. First of all, the political institutions and political culture
a¤ect the objectives of the government, with di¤erent incentives for intervention. If the government is expected to take more responsibility for social tensions, and economic development
(in our model m is high), then this may boost incentives to intervene. This is likely to be the
case for developing and transition economies with higher degree of political intervention. Left
and right hand parties may also have di¤erent perceptions of m, the social value of intervention. Furthermore, if left and right hand parties regularly change each other in power, this may
increase political risk ( 2m ) with adverse e¤ects on productive e¢ciency.
A common approach to control political intervention is to delegate ownership rights to
independent privatization agencies. In our model this implies that a, the cost of intervention
increases. The idea is similar to central banks independence as a solution to the celebrated
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dynamic inconsistency approach to ination. If incentives of these privatization agencies are
tied to the pro tability of public rms, then they will refrain from reallocating resources to
serve social goals. An alternative solution to privatization agencies is to give some autonomy
to public rms, and let pro t-interested management to take less strategic decisions otherwise
made by the (public) owner of the rm. A similar approach was adopted in Yugoslavia, and
more recently in China. The success of these institutional solutions largely depends on the
independence of these agencies or the public rms, respectively. If independence is warranted
by the institutional framework, then the marginal cost of intervention may increase, which will
reduce the equilibrium level of intervention. On the other hand, if politicians, e.g. as employers,
can give orders to the decision-makers of these agencies, and "autonomous" public rms, then
the credibility of their commitment not to intervene can be questioned undermining managerial
incentives.
Finally, several combinations of di¤erent institutional arrangements are conceivable to ne
tune the optimal scope of government intervention, the most prominent example of which is
mixed ownership. There is a great deal of conventional wisdom extolling the presumed bene ts
of mixed ownership, more or less being a combination of the advantages of public and private
ownership. According to this line of argument, on one hand, public-private partnerships (PPP)
facilitate for the government to enforce public interest without having to pay too much if it
has to change its mind. On the other hand, partly due to private market monitoring PPP
are alleged to provide as powerful incentives as a private rm. However, the proponents of
partial privatization do not really explain why PPP are not a union of disadvantages of the
two pure ownership forms, instead. Indeed, most of the empirical studies point out very little
productivity e¤ect from partial privatization even in the long run (Ehrlich et. al. (1994)),
suggesting that the bene cial e¤ects of privatization is related only to a complete shift in
ownership. According to our model, mixed ownership is likely to make political intervention
more costly, and enforce some compensation should political intervention occur. However, due
to complicated, and informal nature of the relationship between public and private owners, it
is very likely that compensation for pursuing social goals will be the owners private bene t,
and does not o¤er insurance to the manager for the expropriation of his investments.
In conclusion, privatization is likely to have the strongest impact in countries, where pri-
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vate property is highly respected and protected, but the political system cannot guarantee the
autonomy of public rms, perhaps because the government has too strong incentives to pursue
di¤erent social goals.

2.6

Empirical Implications

As La¤ont and Tirole (1993) put it, theory alone is unlikely to be conclusive in this respect
[i.e. privatization]. The general message to emerge from our model is that private rms tend
to be productively more e¢cient, while their allocative e¢ciency is lower than their public
counterparts. Though existing empirical evidence suggests that such a trade-o¤ exists, this
result is consistent with many other theories, and hence does not help us to separate the
present model from other competing ones. Thus, testing should target indirect implications of
the model, speci c to this theory.
First, one of the most important predictions of the model (Proposition 3) is that public rms
are not only less pro table, but, ceteris paribus, their pro ts tend to be more volatile. Moreover,
this extra uctuation of pro t is pro-cyclical. Note that according to our model lower pro t
itself is not a good indicator of a rms productive e¢ciency, as rms (public rms more than
private ones) spend resources on pursuing social goals, which reduces pro t, but increases social
welfare. A true measure of productive e¢ciency would be the power of managerial incentives,
which cannot be measured directly. At the same time we can measure the volatility of pro t,
the managers performance measure, and use a standard result of incentive theory that optimal
incentives are weaker as the noisiness of the signal of managers performance increases, to infer
the productive e¢ciency of the rm.
Second, we can test if government intervention is indeed counter-cyclical as suggested by
our model. By de nition, this can only be observed in case of private rms. It can be tested
using either rm-level, or economy- (industry-) wide data, if the number of contracts, or the
amount of subsidies paid to private rms is indeed counter-cyclical.
Third, we can test the comparative static results (see Table 1), which suggest that private
ownership is more desirable, if
1. Manager e¤ort ( t ) becomes more important. Though, this may be di¢cult to measure,
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a cross-industry analysis could show if

rms in industries demanding high managerial

initiative are indeed tend to be private.
2. The social bene t of production (m) becomes smaller. Existing empirical literature suggests that periods of nationalization coincide with huge economic shocks (like wars) that
permanently increase the expected social bene t of production.
More empirical investigation can be conducted, if we further specify the nature of social
objectives that the government cares about. To x ideas let us assume that the government
is concerned about unemployment. Then we can de ne excess employment as the di¤erence
between the employment level of public and private rms while controlling for other rm characteristics.
1. Proposition 2 predicts that the level of excess employment is higher in public than in
private rms. Existing empirical literature strongly supports this prediction. However,
this sort of empirical evidence, and the resulting policy implications must be taken with
care. In our model, due to the fully benevolent government assumption, excess employment indicates higher allocative e¢ciency of public rms, and has no direct implication
on productive e¢ciency (though its uctuation does have). On the other hand, other
theories also predict higher excess employment in public rms, but this is interpreted as
evidence for lower productive e¢ciency of public rms, which has a detrimental e¤ect on
social welfare.
2. According to Proposition 3 productive e¢ciency of public rms crucially depends on the
correlation between economic and political risk. Hence, we can test if excess employment
is negatively correlated with pro tability.
3. We can also test Proposition 3 postulating that excess employment is inversely related
to net marginal cost of employing more workers (parameters a and b in the model).
Our prediction is that industries with at marginal cost and marginal product functions
tend to be public. In case of excess employment this is likely to hold for labor-intensive
industries. Moreover, in case of private rms with subsidies, according to Proposition 7,
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productive e¢ciency is increasing in the rms e¢ciency in serving social goals (decreasing
in parameter a).
One of the most important messages of the model is that e¤ects of privatization depend on
the relationship between the government and the rm both before and after privatization (see
Section 5). The feasible set of interactions, in turn, depends on related institutions determining
the possibilities of government intervention under nationalization and privatization, respectively. If these institutions are so weak that private property cannot constrain governments
intervention, then privatization has little e¤ect on the operation of the rm. If institutions are
stronger, in that the government must buy the owners consent for intervention, but they cannot
prevent the politicians from bribing the private owner (see Subsection 4.1 on bribes), then the
impact of privatization is limited. Finally, if political institutions are highly developed, then
privatization also protects the manager from his investment being expropriated without compensation (Subsection 4.2 on subsidies), and privatization has large positive e¤ects on productive
e¢ciency, and consequently on social welfare. On the other hand, if political institutions are
highly developed, then they may also ensure autonomy of public rms, thus protecting public
managers investments, and reducing the case for private ownership. The empirical implication
of this story is that the e¤ects of privatization are non-linear in the development of a countrys
institutions. In a cross-country comparison the expected result is the following. Privatization
has little e¤ect in countries with the least developed political institutions. The positive e¤ects
of privatization on social welfare are increasing in the development of these institutions, while
for the most developed countries the di¤erence between public and private rms tends to be
smaller again. This conjecture seems to be supported by a recent study of Brown, Earle and
Telegdy (2006).

2.7

Conclusion

This chapter has developed a model of privatization, where more direct political control over
the rm under public ownership a¤ects both the productive and allocative e¢ciency of the rm.
On one hand, assuming su¢ciently benevolent politicians, governments right of intervention
facilitates an ex post desirable reallocation of resources, which enhances allocative e¢ciency.
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On the other hand, the possibility of political intervention imposes extra risk on the manager.
Higher risk, in turn, mutes second-best managerial incentives, which hurts productive e¢ciency
of the rm.
Having established this theoretical result, in order to derive policy implications we examined
what factors determine the relative e¢ciency of private rms in promoting social welfare. The
most interesting nding has been that the correlation between economic and political shocks
a¤ect productive e¢ciency of both public and private regulated
manager is not compensated for political intervention, (public

rms. In particular, if the
rms and private

rms with

bribes), then counter-cyclical-type interventions (economic downturns go together with high
level of political intervention) especially hurt productive e¢ciency. Contrary to this nding,
if the private manager enjoys the bene ts of compensated intervention (subsidies case), then
counter-cyclical-type interventions provide the manager with insurance against economic risk,
which promotes productive e¢ciency. This highlights that the e¤ects of privatization cannot
be separated from complementary and substitute institutions determining how politicians may
deal with the

rm both under public and private ownership. The exploration of the links

between privatization and these complementary and substitute institutions surely provides a
fertile ground for future research.
The analysis is simplistic in many respects. First, endogenous modeling of government behavior could provide additional insights into politicians incentives for intervention. Second,
the arms length distance between politicians and the rm implied by privatization should be
endogenized, and model how it depends on technology and other parameters of the rm. Third,
an analysis of the relationship between economic and political risks for di¤erent social objectives frequently pursued by governments may help to quantify the expected gains/losses from
privatization. Finally, though the main empirical predictions of the model have been derived
in Section 6 testing these predictions should be the subject of future research.
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Chapter 3

Mixed Duopoly with Endogenous
Quality Choice
3.1

Introduction

In several countries around the world public

rms compete with private

rms in "mixed"

oligopolistic markets. In developed countries, including Japan, France or Canada mixed markets
have a long tradition (Cremer et. al (1989), Matsumura (1998)), while developing countries
like China, or many transition economies in the Central-Eastern-European region have recently
decided to keep some strategic companies in state ownership, while privatizing a signi cant part
of the particular industry.
The idea behind such arrangement of control rights is that welfare-maximizing public enterprises may improve the allocation of resources in imperfectly competitive markets, while the
presence of pro t-maximizing private rms may intensify competition, and enhance productive
e¢ciency. At the same time, it is just as possible that mixed markets unite the disadvantages
rather than the advantages of di¤erent ownership forms. That is private rms may become
less e¢cient as a result of less intense competition from public rms, and even the expected
improvement in resource allocation from public rms marginal pricing rule may be mitigated
by private rms adverse competitive reaction. In particular, private rms may deteriorate the
quality of their products, or decrease their output in response to public rms o¤ering cheap
and low quality products in the market.
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The purpose of this chapter is to analyze how di¤erent allocations of ownership rights a¤ect
rms behavior, and hence social welfare in an imperfectly competitive market. Our main
nding is that if private rms are moderately more e¢cient than their otherwise-comaparable
public counterparts, then mixed markets, i.e. privatization of some, but not all of the rms
in the market is the optimal policy. We also show how rms behavior changes in response to
a shift in their competitors ownership or e¢ciency. The most important result is that social
welfare-maximizing public rms may bene t from charging higher than marginal cost-based
prices in mixed markets. The intuition behind this result is that higher prices of public rms
may induce their private competitors to extend their output, with positive e¤ects of social
welfare.
To study rms market behavior we develop a vertical product di¤erentiation model with
Bertrand competition, where the di¤erentiating characteristic is the quality of the good. There
are several reasons supporting this choice of framework. First, the theory of vertical product
di¤erentiation is pretty well-established for private rms (see e.g. Motta, 1993), though as De
Fraja and Delbono (1990) point out, in existing literature competition is usually in quantities.
Second, the quality choice of di¤erent types of

rms can be endogenously modelled in this

framework (Wauthy, 1996). This is highly relevant in a privatization setting given the common
argument in privatization literature that, albeit private rms production costs are lower, the
quality of their products is usually inferior to that provided by public rms (e.g. Savas, 1982).
Third, though Bertrand competition has been applied in privatization context, but due to some
common simplistic assumptions most papers have reached trivial or unrealistic conclusions (for
a review see Stiglitz, 1987). An example of this is Harris and Wiens (1980) who suggest that
the rst-best can be achieved by the public rm announcing that it will make up any di¤erence
between the output corresponding to the competitive price and the private rms output at the
competitive price. If this case the private rm would o¤er its products at competitive price,
and the public rms output would be zero. The problem with this solution is that such an
announcement is hardly credible, as it may imply huge uctuations in the output of the public
rm with potentially huge social costs. To our knowledge, our model is the rst to analyze
endogenous quality choice in mixed oligopolistic markets.
This chapter is related to several existing contributions in the literature. De Fraja (1991)
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shows that the presence of a relatively ine¢cient public rm in an oligopoly may improve the
overall e¢ciency of the industry. De Fraja derived this result using Seltens (1986) model of
slack-ridden competition, where the cost function includes slack, which will be reduced if the
rm faces tougher competition. Cremer et. al (1989) also study the optimal allocation of ownership rights in imperfectly competitive markets, and establish a case for mixed markets. The
advantage of their analysis is that they consider a general oligopolistic setting with n rms, they
examine the issue of entry into the market, and they are able to derive their results analytically.
At the same time, their results hinge on more restrictive assumptions, including public rms
budget constraint, and increasing returns to scale technology. Finally, De Fraja and Delbono
(1989) explore how market outcomes in mixed markets depend on public rms alternative behavioral rules (welfare versus pro t maximization in a Cournot-Nash or a Stackelberg game),
which could be a natural extension of our model.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the model. In Section
3 we shortly consider the monopolistic case, when there is only one, public or private rm in
the market. Section 4 outlines the steps of (numerical) solution to the duopolistic case. Section
5 compares the di¤erent duopolistic market constellations according to ownership, assuming
that rms have the same e¢ciency level. In Section 6 we analyze the implications of one of the
two rms becoming more e¢cient. Section 7 explores the optimal market structure under the
assumption that private rms are more e¢cient than their public counterparts. Finally, Section
8 concludes.

3.2

Description of the Model

Assume a private goods market with vertical product di¤erentiation. Product di¤erentiation
means that the demand for this good is not only determined by its price, p, but also by some
other characteristic. In this model we call this characteristic quality, and denote by s. Vertical
means that, as opposed to spatial product di¤erentiation models, here every consumer agrees
on the most preferred mix of characteristics (i.e. everyone prefers higher quality for lower
price). Consumers di¤er according to their tastes for quality levels, which is described by the
parameter v 2 [0; 1], with v uniformly distributed over this interval. The (indirect) utility of
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each consumer is given by

U (v) = vs

p

(3.1)

which is separable in quality (s) and price.(p). As Tirole (1988, p. 96) points out, besides being
a taste parameter, v can be interpreted as the marginal rate of substitution between income
and quality. Thus a higher v corresponds to a lower marginal utility of income, and therefore
higher income.
We have a continuum number of potential consumers, with their total weight normalized
to be 1. In accordance with standard literature on product di¤erentiation, it is assumed that
consumers can buy at most one unit of the good. However, this is not a severe restriction,
since any individual demand can be written as the sum of unit demands. Hence, in our case
allowing for non-unit demands simply changes the distribution of v. Note, nally, that under
our v 2 [0; 1] assumption, we will not have full market coverage with strictly positive prices.
We normalize the utility of consumers not buying the good to zero.
On the supply side, we assume that there are only two rms on the market, and rule out
the possibility of market entry. These two rms may be either in public or private ownership.
Public rms are assumed to maximize social welfare, while private rms simply care about their
pro ts.1 This gives rise to four (potentially) di¤erent market settings according to whether two
private, two public or a private and a public rm compete in the market. The four cases work
out such that in the mixed case the public rm may either produce higher or lower quality
than the private rm, of course provided that rms choose di¤erent qualities in equilibrium.
Without the loss of generality we assume that rm 1 produces low quality, that is s2  s1  0.
Firms play a two-stage game. In the rst stage, they simultaneously decide on the quality
produced, while in the second stage they are engaged in a Bertrand competition. In this
second stage demand for the

rms products is determined in the following way. The taste

parameter of the consumer indi¤erent between buying the high or the low quality good (i.e.
v12 s1

p1 = v12 s2

p2 ) is given by

1
In line with most of the litarature on mixed markets we assume away the possibility of regulation throughout
the analysis.
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v12 =

p2
s2

p1
s1

(3.2)

while that of indi¤erent between buying the low quality good and buying nothing (i.e. v01 s1
p1 = 0) is

v01 =

p1
s1

(3.3)

For the consumer with taste parameter v01 purchasing the low quality good will give zero utility.
Thus, demand for the low quality rm can be written as

q1 (p1 ; s1 ; p2 ; s2 ) = v12

(3.4)

v01

while demand for high quality is

q2 (p1 ; s1 ; p2 ; s2 ) = 1

(3.5)

v12

We assume a constant returns to scale production function, with the unit costs depending
on the quality of the good, and an e¢ciency parameter t 2 (0; 1], with rms e¢ciency being a
decreasing function of t. In particular let2

 i = qi (pi

ti

s4i
)
4

(3.6)

Finally, social welfare the public rms objective function, and the measure used to evaluate
outcomes under di¤erent market constellations can be written as

w=

Z

v12

vs1 dv

q1 t1

v01

s41
+
4

Z

1

v12

vs2 dv

q2 t2

s42
4

(3.7)

Before we analyzed the full-edged duopolistic model, it is instructive to take a look at
the much more simple monopolistic case, when there is only one, public or private rm in the
market. In this case our model simpli es to
2
We use the fourth power of quality, because we need a su¢ciently steeply rising unit cost for the public rm
to choose nite quality. With s2 , for example, social welfare would always be increasing in quality making the
public rm to choose in nitely high quality.
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v0 =

p
s

being the valuation of the indi¤erent consumer between buying the good and buying nothing,

q=1

v0

is the output of the rm,

 = q(p

t

s4
)
4

is the pro t of the rm, and

wM =

Z

1

vsdv

qt

v0

s4
4

is the resulting social welfare.

3.3

Monopolistic Market

We look for a sub-game perfect Nash equilibrium, and solve the model backwards. First we
obtain prices as a function of quality from the corresponding FOCs:
@wM
@p

@
@p

= 0 in the private, and

= 0 in the public case. Optimal pricing rules are given by
1
1
pprivate = s + s4 t
2
8

in the private, and
1
ppublic = s4 t
4
in the public case. We substitute the optimal pricing rules into the rms objective functions,
and determine optimal quality levels from the corresponding rst order conditions with respect
to quality. The results are given in Table 3.1 below.
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Table 3.1
Price
Quality
Output

1
2

q
3

Private
q 4
1 3 4
4
+
t
7t
7t
q8
4
7t

3

3

Pro t

9
343

Welfare

27
686

7
q
3

q
3

Public
 q 4
1
3 4
t
4
q 7t

Private (t = 1)

Public (t = 1)

0:474

0:119

0:830

0:830

6
7

0:429

0:857

0
q

0:152

0

0:229

0:305

196
t
196
t

4
7t

3

36
686

3

196
t

As Table 3.1 shows, regardless of ownership

rms choose the same quality, which is an

artifact of the linearity of the demand function. At the same time, the public rm charges less,
actually its marginal costs, for its products, which results in higher output and higher social
welfare. Thus, if public and private rms are equally e¢cient, then public ownership is superior.
However, if the private rm is more e¢cient, then this welfare gap is narrowing. If we normalize
the public rms e¢ciency to tpublic = 1, then a private rm with tprivate = 0:422 generates the
same welfare level. In conclusion, in the monopolistic case privatization is desirable only if the
public rm is highly ine¢cient compared to its private alternative.

3.4

Solution to the Duopolistic Case

Just as in the monopolistic case we solve the model backwards. First, we di¤erentiate rms
objectives with respect to prices, and solve the resulting system of rst order conditions for the
optimal price levels as a function of quality for all conceivable allocations of property rights.
Optimal pricing rules are given in Table 3.2 below. Note that public
pricing rule only in the public market case.
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rms apply marginal

Table 3.2

Optimal pricing rules

Private

p1 =

1
16s2 4s1

4s1 s2

p2 =

1
16s2 4s1

8s22

Public

p1 = 14 s41 t1

4s21 + 2s41 s2 t1 + s1 s42 t2

8s1 s2 + 2s52 t2 + s41 s2 t1

p2 = 14 s42 t2
Mixed (public low)

Mixed (public high)

1
8s2 4s1

4s1 s2

4s21 + 2s41 s2 t1

p2 =

1
4s1 8s2

4s1 s2

4s22

p1 =

1
4s1 8s2

s51 t1

p2 =

1
4s1 8s2

s41 s2 t1

p1 =

s41 s2 t1
2s52 t2

s52 t2


s1 s42 t2





s41 s2 t1 + s1 s42 t2


s1 s42 t2



Then we have to plug in the optimal pricing rules into the rms corresponding objective
functions, and solve the rst order conditions with respect to quality levels for s1 and s2 as
functions of t1 and t2 . However, the resulting system of equations is too complicated to hope
for a closed-form solution, though for given values of t1 and t2 the problem can be solved
analytically for the private market case (the resulting expressions, after some simpli cations,
are fourth order polynomials is s1 and s2 ). In the public and mixed cases, however, we have to
rely on numerical computational techniques.
To derive numerical solutions we adopt the following strategy. For a given e¢ciency pair,
t1 and t2 , we compute the optimal quality response functions, s1 (s2 ) and s2 (s1 ), and look for
Nash equilibria, where the corresponding quality levels are mutually best responses to each
other. Though the optimization problem is too complicated to have a closed form, or even an
analytical solution, the problem is su¢ciently well behaving to obtain a unique solution for
each pair of t1 and t2 . The only exception is the mixed market with the public rm producing
low quality, but even in this case rms agree on the most preferred Nash equilibrium, which
may coordinate their market decisions. Numerical computations are executed in Gauss with
t 2 [0:01, 1], and step length of 0:01, while the granularity of the grid search over s1 and s2 was
0:001.
However, the above stable quality pairs do not necessarily constitute a subgame-perfect
Nash equilibrium of the game. For this we have to check if none of the rms have an incentive
to "leapfrog" its competitor, and produce higher (lower) quality than its competitor setting its
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quality level in the belief that the other rm will produce low (high) quality. To check this, we
have computed the alternative payo¤s of the rms, under the assumption that they leapfrog
their rival. We have found that if the low type rm becomes more e¢cient, then there is a
threshold for which the originally high type rm will nd it advantageous to produce lower
rather than higher quality, given the quality choice of the more e¢cient low type rm. The
reason for this is that the low type rm o¤ers higher quality as it becomes more e¢cient forcing
the high type rm to increase the quality and/or reduce the price of its products. At some
point the originally high type rm will nd it bene cial to o¤er lower quality, in which case it
can make positive pro ts, or it can have a positive contribution to social welfare for arbitrary
e¢ciency level of its competitor. Consequently, market constellations with the low type rm
becoming more e¢cient are feasible only as long as the low type rm does not become too
e¢cient compared to its high type competitor. Table 3.3 below shows how thresholds depend
on the allocation of ownership rights.

3.5

Table 3.3

Thresholds, for high type rm to "leapfrog" its competitor

Private market

t1 = 0:645

Public market

t1 = 0:865

Mixed (public low)

t1 = 0:865

Mixed (public high)

t1 = 0:905

Market Structure and Firm Behavior

In this section we examine how the allocation of property rights a¤ects rms behavior. Throughout this analysis we shall assume that t1 = t2 = 1, an assumption to be relaxed in the next
section. Table 3.4 gives the equilibrium market outcomes for the di¤erent market constellations.
Note that the public market outcome coincides with the rst-best as we have full information,
and public rms maximize social welfare.
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Table 3.4

Private

Public

t1 = 1

Mixed

Mixed

Public low

Public high

t2 = 1

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Price

0:113

0:329

0:045

0:168

0:123

0:222

0:118

0:212

Quality

0:563

0:925

0:652

0:905

0:732

0:894

0:717

0:894

Quantity

0:397

0:403

0:415

0:516

0:444

0:388

0:365

0:470

Pro t

0:035

0:059

0

0

0:023

0:024

0:019

0:024

Welfare

0:303

0:316

0:3125

0:3132

The most interesting messages to emerge from the results are the following. First of all,
regardless of the ownership structure rms o¤er di¤erent quality levels. For the private case the
same result was obtained in Motta (1993). Comparing di¤erent market constellations private
rms di¤erentiate more than public rms: low quality is suboptimally low, and high quality
is suboptimally high compared to the public market (which coincides with the rst-best). As
opposed to this, there is less di¤erentiation in mixed markets: low quality is too high, and
high quality is too low. Prices in all markets with private rms present are always too high.
Interestingly, the low type product is more expensive in mixed markets (even if the public rm
provides the low type product) than in the private case, albeit low quality is also much higher.
Moreover this property holds regardless of whether the public rm produces high or low quality.
Less di¤erentiation in mixed markets can be traced back to our next nding.
Perhaps the most interesting result is that with constant returns to scale technology public
rms make positive pro ts in mixed markets. To get the intuition why public

rms charge

higher prices in equilibrium than their constant marginal costs, consider the second, pricing
stage of the game between the public rm providing low quality and the private rm producing
high quality. At the pricing stage we have xed quality levels s1 and s2 , and the optimal pricing
rule of the high type private rm is given by p2 = 21 p1
the private rms output, q2 = 1

v12 = 1

@q2
@
=
@p1
@p1



1

p2 p1
s2 s 1

+ 21 s2 + 18 s42 t2 . Now di¤erentiate

with respect to p1 to get

p2 (p1 ) p1
s2 s1
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1
2 s1



=

1
>0
2

This implies that, by charging higher than marginal price for its products, the public rm can
make the private rm to extend its output. We recall that private rms have lower allocative
e¢ciency than public rms, because their output is suboptimally low. Thus, higher price of the
low type good makes more consumers to opt for the high quality, which increases social welfare.
The cost of such strategy is that v01 will increase reducing total output in the market (i.e.
q1 + q2 will decrease). Hence, some consumers who would buy a piece of low quality good under
the marginal pricing rule will prefer not to buy anything. However, this loss is compensated by
the gain of those who buy the high quality good under the alternative pricing rule.
Finally, note that there seems to be not too much of di¤erence between the outcomes in
the two di¤erent types of mixed markets, i.e. whether the government privatizes the low or the
high type rm. As we shall see this proposition does not hold if we relax our assumption on
equal e¢ciency of rms, which we analyze in the next section.

3.6

E¢ciency and Market Behavior

In this section we analyze the impact of one of the two rms in the market becoming more
e¢cient than its competitor. In particular, we

x ti = 1 and explore what happens if t

i

decreases. In this section we also consider the case when public rms become more e¢cient,
while in the next section we restrict our attention to private rms having higher e¢ciency than
their public counterparts. Though most empirical studies point out that privately owned rms
are more e¢cient than otherwise-comparable public rms (see Megginson and Netter (2001) for
an excellent overview of the relevant empirical literature), but there is some evidence, especially
from China, that non-privatizing reform measures, such as market liberalization and increased
incentives, can improve the e¢ciency of public rms. The focus of the analysis remains on
how rms react to tougher competition from a more e¢cient rm under the di¤erent market
scenarios.
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Private market - high firm becomes more efficient
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Public market - high firm becomes more efficient
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The charts above show how rms react to higher e¢ciency of the high type rm in public
and private markets (charts for the other market constellations can be found in the Appendix
to this chapter). Social welfare is increasing in e¢ciency under all market constellations. The
increase is larger if a public rm becomes more e¢cient. Higher e¢ciency of a private rm
contributes more to social welfare if they compete with another private rather than a public
rm. The reason for this is that private rms increase their quality level more in private than
in mixed markets as they become more e¢cient. Finally, from the viewpoint of social welfare it
is always preferred if the high type rm rather than the low type rm becomes more e¢cient.
Firms o¤er higher quality at a higher price as they become more e¢cient. The price increase
is larger for private rms, except for the public market, where the low type public rm increases
its prices sharply along with its products quality to exclude consumers with low valuations.
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Turning to competitor reaction, high type rms increase the quality and price of their products
(with the exception of the private market) in response to higher quality levels of more e¢cient
low type competitors. On the other hand, low type rms competitive reaction depends on the
market structure. If the more e¢cient high type rm is in public ownership, then low type
rms, regardless of ownership, will reduce the quality and price of their products. If the more
e¢cient high type rm is in private ownership, then competitors, be they public or private,
increase their prices, but do not change the quality of their products signi cantly.
Firms output is increasing in their own, and decreasing in their competitors e¢ciency.
Total output may increase or decrease. The sharpest drops are caused by the low type public
rms cut back of their outputs to make customers buy from their more e¢cient competitors.
Pro t is increasing in e¢ciency, except for the low type public rm in the mixed case, and
the public market, where both public rms marginalize, and hence make zero pro ts. Pro t
of less e¢cient rms decreases sharply with the exception of the low type rm in the private
market, whose pro t rst decreases, and then increases as the e¢ciency gap gets larger. Hence,
in private markets higher e¢ciency of the high type rm does not give a strong incentive to the
low quality rm to increase its e¢ciency.

3.7

Optimal Market Structure

In this section we explore the optimal allocation of ownership rights under the assumption
that private rms are more e¢cient than public rms, as frequently suggested in privatization
literature. In particular, we assume that tpublic
= 1 while tprivate
< 1. Just as in the monopolistic
i
i
case, we can conjecture that after a point private rms higher productive e¢ciency will o¤set
public rms advantage from higher allocative e¢ciency. However, it is less clear if there is a
case for mixed markets. If private rms e¢ciency dominates their lower allocative e¢ciency,
why is it not worth privatizing both rms? The other question is if mixed markets are optimal,
then should high or low quality rm be privatized. Note that for t1 = 1 and t2 = 1, mixed
market with the public rm producing high quality generates slightly higher welfare.
Three out of the four possible market constellations have been determined in the previous
section, including mixed markets, where either the public rm produces low quality and the
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high quality private rm becomes more e¢cient, or the public rm produces high quality and
the low quality private rm becomes more e¢cient, and the public market with t1 = t2 = 1.
Hence, the only scenario that we have to compute is the private market, when both private
rms become more e¢cient. We use the same numerical approach to solve the model for this
case as outlined in Section 4. The results are summarized in the next chart.
0.4
Mixed market with public
firm producing low quality

Public
market

Private market

0.38

Social welfare

Private
0.36

Mixed market with public
firm producing low quality

0.34

0.32

0.52

0.55

0.58

0.61

0.64

0.7

0.73

0.76

0.79

0.82

0.85

0.88

0.91

0.94

0.97

1

0.3

0.67

Public

Mixed market with public
firm producing high quality

Efficiency of private firms (lower t implies higher efficiency)

As we can see on the chart there are three regions of optimal property rights allocation. In
the rst region, t 2 [0:95, 1], public rms higher allocative e¢ciency dominates slightly higher
productive e¢ciency of private rms, and hence public ownership is optimal. Social welfare
in mixed markets is only slightly lower than in the public case. For t1 = t2 it is superior to
privatize the low type

rm, however, since high type private

rms pro t more from higher

e¢ciency then low type ones, only a slight increase in private rms e¢ciency (tprivate  0:98)
makes privatization of the high type rm the better choice.
In the second region, t 2 [0:75, 0:94], mixed ownership is optimal with the low type rm
remaining in public ownership. Under this market setting, the high type private rm bene ts
from higher e¢ciency, while the low type public rms high quality forces the private rm to
increase its own quality, and the public rms higher than marginal-cost based prices make
the private rm to extend its output. Note that for tprivate  0:88 private market generates
higher social welfare than the public market, but it is still inferior to the mixed market. Finally,
for tprivate  0:9 mixed market with the public rm producing high quality is not a feasible
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alternative, as in this case it would be socially optimal for the public rm to leapfrog the private
rm, and produce lower quality than its more e¢cient private competitor.
Finally, if tprivate < 0:75 the e¢ciency advantage of private rms is so big that full privatization becomes the optimal policy. Note that this happens for much lower e¢ciency gap than in
the monopolistic case, which is the result of that competition in the duopolistic market reduces
private rms market power. It can be shown that this observation holds in general: in an
oligopolistic market with n rms, the productive e¢ciency advantage of private rms required
for the private market to generate higher social welfare than public market is decreasing in n,
and tprivate
treshhold ! 1, as n ! 1.

3.8

Conclusion

In this chapter we have developed a vertical product di¤erentiation model to analyze how a shift
in the objectives and e¢ciency of a rms competitors a¤ect its market behavior. Among other
interesting

ndings, we have shown that for moderate e¢ciency edge of private over public

rms, mixed market with the public rm producing low quality is the optimal allocation of
ownership rights. Moreover, we have found that in mixed markets public rms with constant
returns to scale technology may increase social welfare by making positive pro ts. By charging
higher prices than their constant marginal cost of production public rms can make their private
competitors to extend their outputs with positive e¤ects on social welfare.
There are several weaknesses of the model, however. First, the results have been derived for
speci c functional forms, and it is not always clear how some of the ndings, e.g. shifts in prices
and quality levels, survive for alternative speci cations. Second, the results should be extended
to a more general oligopolistic case with n rms. Third, it would be interesting to see how the
model works with alternative behavioral rules. Competition could be in quantities rather than
prices (Cournot competition), or one of the rms may take the other rms decisions into account
when making its decisions (Stackleberg competition), just to mention a few natural extensions.
This later, for example, is likely to a¤ect rms incentives to leapfrog their competitor. Finally,
the most promising extension is the endogenization of rms e¢ciency, in order to explore how
managerial incentives depend on the underlying market structure.
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Chapter 4

Government Objectives and
Privatization: Evidence from
Romania
4.1

Introduction

How do governments choose which rms to privatize?1 While economic theory recommends
privatization as a tool to depoliticize state owned enterprises (SOEs), and provide incentives to
restructure them, politicians, who design the privatization programs, may have very di¤erent
objectives.2 Even if politicians believe that privatization has bene cial e¤ects on rm performance, if their objectives are di¤erent from the sole pro t maximization of the company, they
may prevent privatization to happen. Their motivations may indeed include the restructuring
of the companies, as getting rid of the loss-making companies will ease the burden on the state
budget, or even contribute to it through privatization revenues and taxes.3 On the other hand,
1

This chapter is based on a joint paper with Álmos Telegdy. We are indebted to John Sutherland Earle for
helpful comments and suggestions. His idea of simulating the counterfactual impact of privatization on rms
remaining in state ownership is a signi cant contribution to the paper. We thank Ruxandra Visan and Ioana
Dan for cleaning the data. The usual disclaimers apply.
2
Boycko, Shleifer and Vishny (1996) construct a model which shows how privatization prevents politicians to
keep the level of employment ine¢ciently high after privatization.
3
There is a large body of literature that shows the superiority of restructuring potential of private owners
over the state. See Megginson and Netter (2001) for a review about the productivity e¤ects of privatization.
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however, governments may also care about the allocation of rents in the companies between
the new owners and other stakeholders of the rm, such as workers or customers (La Porta and
Lopez de Silanes, 1999), and politicians may be maximizing votes or bribes rather than the
value of the rm (Shleifer and Vishny, 1994; Shleifer, 1998).
Politicians may also face constrains that hamper them to privatize all the companies. Resistance may come from the incumbent management of the SOE, who are afraid that the new
private owner will remove them from their position or that they will have to work harder under
the new conditions (Aghion, Blanchard and Burgess, 1994; Roland and Sekkat, 2000). Workers or unions may also ght privatization in order not to lose their rents with the company
(Shleifer and Summers, 1988), or because they fear losing their jobs. In transition countries the
population as a whole may also have mixed feelings about privatization, especially if its likely
outcome is emerging ownership of the communist nomenclatura or foreigners. All these may be
materialized in political costs which will induce politicians to keep out of the reach of private
ownership rms that produce large costs  or they are thought to produce such problems.
Despite the large amount of papers written on privatization, there are very few among them
which provide theory or empirical tests of how governments select rms into privatization programs. Glaeser and Scheinkman (1996) develop a theoretical model of privatization sequencing,
focusing on the informational gains of private over state ownership. Gupta, Ham and Svejnar
(2001) model which factors determined the sequencing of privatization, and test their model on
Czech data. Bortolotti, Fantini and Siniscalco (2003) provide a cross country analysis of the
factors that inuence the privatization decision. Finally, Guo and Yao (2005) discuss and test
the factors that led to privatization in China.
In this chapter we develop a model of privatization, and test its empirical implications
on the Romanian governments decision about privatization. The question we address is how
politicians choose rms into privatization programs. We argue that the institutional setting
of the Romanian early privatization enables us to determine this e¤ect more precisely than
earlier studies. We model privatization as changes in the objectives of the owners from a
combination of e¢ciency and some social goal to simple pro t maximization, and strengthening
the motivations of the management to restructure the company and search for new markets
for its product. Thus, for government o¢cials privatization implies a trade-o¤ between strong
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managerial incentives (which can increase rm e¢ciency) and a shift of rm objectives: simple
pro t maximization or political goals.4
Not only a small number of papers were written on governments decision about privatization, but the empirical studies su¤er from several weaknesses. Those that studied developed
and developing countries have data on only a small number of companies, and the sample is
highly selected by industry and rm size. In addition, the researcher cannot know whether the
government would like to have a rm in state ownership, but this does not happen, because its
nationalization is very costly. Endogenously selected small sample problems can be overcome
by using data on post-socialist economies, where privatization was widespread and included
rms along the whole size and industry distribution. Since basically the whole economy was
state-owned when privatization started, the selection problem mentioned above is practically
nonexistent.
Another selection problem may arise because datasets provide information only on whether
a rm was privatized or not, and the research draws conclusions on government decisions on
the basis of this information. However, privatization reects not only the policy decision of the
government to privatize the company, but also the fact that the rms shares were demanded by
an investor. There may be other rms that were slated for privatization, but there was nobody
to buy them. Mixing up supply and demand decisions may introduce a selection bias: those
rms are not considered privatizable which were not privatized, but the government would have
been willing to transfer them to private ownership. Arguably, these rms can be di¤erent from
those which were actually transferred to private owners: they are probably less viable, or harder
to restructure, to say at least.
We can attenuate this selection problem by exploiting the unusual design of the Romanian
privatization, and the good quality rm-level data we have for this country. Already in 1991,
before the privatization process actually started, the Romanian government divided the SOEs
into two groups, one of them being taken out from any privatization program, and this ban
was in e¤ect by the end of 1997. Our data allow us to identify these two groups of rms and
4

We do not distinguish between politicians social welfare considerations and sel sh vote maximizing behavior.
In many cases they are observationally equivalent as they involve, for example, higher than e¢cient employment
level of the rm or higher remuneration than the market wage. Our data cannot distinguish among these, as we
do not measure directly the politicians objective function.
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thus we can identify which rms were slated for privatization, and which were not allowed to
become private for a long period of time. Therefore, we can test directly, without selection
bias caused by demand factors, which rm characteristics increased the probability that the
Romanian government permitted (or blocked) the privatization of the rm. The fact that our
data come from a single country also helps identifying these rm characteristics: we do not
have to worry about the di¤erences in the economic environment or government motivations.
We employ two types of statistical methods. First, we estimate the e¤ect of rm characteristics on the probability that the rm belongs to the privatizable group. This analysis has the
advantage of not being biased by the demand for the rms shares, or any other behavior of
the investors or latter government actions. Second, using information on the privatized rms,
we estimate what was the e¤ect of privatization on employment and rm e¢ciency contingent
upon the rms initial characteristics (the information known to bureaucrats when they made
their privatization decisions). With this information, we simulate the employment and e¢ciency e¤ect of privatization for the rms sheltered from privatization. In this case we have
to make two assumptions: that the privatized and the not-privatizable rms behaved similarly
on average, and government o¢cials knew what the privatization e¤ect would be. While these
assumptions are quite strong, the analysis sheds light on the actual behavior of governments:
given our assumptions, what was their main objective? Preserving employment or increasing
rm productivity?
Before we start our analysis we list the caveats of the analysis. First, we do not consider
that privatization may also have the objective of revenue rising for the state budget. While we
are aware of this shortcoming, we also believe that most privatizations in transition countries
did not have revenue increase as the most important goal. Many countries involved in voucher
privatization or management-employee buyouts, which did not raise revenues.5 Even those governments which sold most of the rms to outside owners incurred large costs of pre-privatization
restructuring.
Second, is it possible that the main engine of privatization was bribe maximization of
government o¢cials? If they could collect most bribes by letting the best rms to be privatized,
5

In Romania for the period we study, almost all rms were privatized with the MEBO method, which makes
this problem nonexistent for our analysis.
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our results are biased. Unfortunately, we cannot measure bribes (or privatization prices), so we
cannot do anything about this bias.
Third, governments might take into account the feasibility of privatization: if there is a high
chance that the demand for a companys shares are low, the government may not even slate
that for privatization for reputation reasons. As these will be companies with bad prospects,
our results can be biased. It is more likely in our view, however, that those companies will still
be slated for privatization, but together with those rms that are more likely to be transferred
quickly to private hands. Nonetheless, the reader should bear in mind these limitations of the
analysis.
This chapter is organized as follows: in the next section we present our model, in Section 3
we describe the data and the institutional design of early privatization in Romania. In the next
section we link the model with an estimation framework. Section 5 contains the estimation
results. In the last section we conclude.

4.2

The Model

Privatization, as we model it, alters the objectives of the rms owner and it also changes the
motivation of the manager. We assume that the state maximizes a weighted average of the
pro ts and the employment level of the rm, while the private owner is interested only in the
pro ts. The government cares about pro ts, because it can use these funds to provide di¤erent
goods and services, and it can also lower the tax rate in the country and thus receive a higher
level of political support. The level of employment may also be important for the government
for several reasons: privatization may result in layo¤s, and politicians may care about the
welfare e¤ect of this process.6 Unemployment may be costly, having both a social cost and a
private political cost for the incumbent government: the more workers lose their jobs, the less
probable is the reelection of the government. Hence, in a world of incomplete contracts where
perfect regulation is not feasible, the behavior of public and private rms will be di¤erent.
6
There is a growing number of studies that analyze the e¤ects of privatization on the level of employment
and wages (see, e.g., Frydman et al, 1999; Brown, Earle and Telegdy, 2005). These studies do not nd that
privatization decreases the employment of the rms, even in short run. Nevertheless, politicians could well
believe this, and anecdotal evidence suggests that they were very concerned the unemployment consequences of
privatization.
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If the only e¤ect of privatization were the change in the objective function, government
o¢cials would never decide upon privatizing a rm as their utility level would surely decline:
there is nothing to o¤set the decline in the governments utility due to changed objectives.
The bene t of privatization in our model is that private owners can provide high-powered
incentives to the managers, while the state cannot. Accordingly, managers work harder under
private than under state ownership. For example, as discussed by Sappington and Stiglitz
(1987), it may be politically costly to provide incentive payments to a manager of a state-owned
company.7 As pointed out among others by Baker (1992), Schmidt (1996), and Szentpeteri
(2004), noncontractible social objectives of politicians may mute public managers optimal
second best incentives.
The higher level of managerial e¤ort will have a positive e¤ect on rm productivity, and
by the scale e¤ect, it may also increase production and thus the level of employment.8 In
conclusion, the state bureaucrats utility may increase as well as decrease following privatization depending on the characteristics of the rm and the rms input and output markets,
respectively.
In conclusion, when the state bureaucrat decides about whether to privatize a rm or not, he
faces a trade-o¤ between the negative e¤ect of changed objectives and the positive e¤ect of highpowered managerial incentives and consequently higher productive e¢ciency. The privatization
decision depends on the relative strength of these two e¤ects. The focus of our model is to relate
the expected magnitude of these two e¤ects to the rms observable characteristics rather than
endogenously derive this trade-o¤.

4.2.1

Assumptions of the Model

Consider a

rm with constant returns to scale production function with two inputs, labor,

L  0, and managerial e¤ort, e 2 [0; 1):

q (L; e) = f (e) L
7

While we think this is a realistic assumption, our model does not endogenize the change in the managerial
motivations. For endogenization see Schmidt (1996) and Szentpeteri (2004).
8
If the high-powered incentives of the private rms managers are extended to search for new markets, the
scale e¤ect may be even more powerful. While common sense would agree that managerial motivation includes
search for new markets, we do not model this channel.
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where f (:) reects the rms technology.9 Note that the marginal product of labor depends
only on e, hence we assume away any shift in the rms technology, e.g. as a result of ownership
change. Let f (e) be continuously di¤erentiable, with 0 < f (e) 1,

@f (e)
@e

> 0, and

@ 2 f (e)
@e2

< 0 for

all e  0, that is the marginal product of managerial e¤ort is always positive, but decreasing
in e. Assume further that the rm faces a linear inverse demand function,

p (q) = A

bq

where A > 0 is the size of the market, and b is the slope of the demand curve.
Let the owners objective function be

(4.1)

U (L; e) =  (L; e) + L
where
 (L; e) = p (q) q
is the

T C (q) = [A

bf (e) L] f (e) L

wL

(4.2)

rms pro t, and  2 [0; 1] is the constant marginal social (political) bene t of em-

ployment.1011 The di¤erence in the private and public owners objectives is captured by .
We assume that the private owners single objective is maximization of private pro ts, hence
P RIV = 0, while the public owner is interested in both pro ts and the employment level, hence
0 < SOE < 1.
Regarding the allocation of decision rights we assume that the owner can directly decide
on how many workers to employ (L), while the manager, correctly anticipating the owners
employment decision rule, decides on how much e¤ort to exert to improve the productive
e¢ciency of the rm.12 Assuming a linear incentive scheme, and pro t as the only contractible
9
We show in the Appendix to this chapter how the results derived in this section survive for more general
formulations of the rms technology, and the demand function.
10
Besides wage, w may also include the variable costs of additional capital needed for higher production level.
11
We shall assume that  is constant. In a more sophisticated model, however  may di¤er across countries,
regions, or industries.
12
Sappington and Stiglitz (1987) and Szentpéteri (2004) argue that the rms socially optimal employment
level may not be contractible in the managers incentive contract. The reason for this is that marginal bene t
of employment may not be known in advance by the government, and/or the government may not be able to
specify exactly its employment goals in an enforceable contract, which renders employment-based compensation
vulnerable to gaming.
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measure of managerial performance the manager makes his e¤ort decision according to the
following program:

max  (L; e)
e0

c (e)

where L is determined by the owner, such that it maximizes his objective function,

is the

managers piece rate reecting the power of his incentives, and c (e) is the private cost of
managerial e¤ort. We dont derive


SOE

and


P RIV

endogenously; we simply assume that the

optimal piece rates are such that eSOE < eP RIV , where eSOE and eP RIV are the equilibrium
level of managerial e¤ort under state and private ownership, respectively. The focus of the
analysis is on how higher managerial e¤ort in private rms a¤ects the rms decisions.13
Privatization involves two changes in the rms operation. First, given the rms productive e¢ciency, f (eSOE ), the private owner adjusts the rms employment level LSOE (eSOE )
according to his objective function ignoring the positive external e¤ects of employment. Second, more powerful managerial incentives lead to higher productive e¢ciency through higher
level of managerial e¤ort. The rst e¤ect implies an increase in the rms pro t, but decreases
the rms employment below its socially optimal level, while higher managerial e¤ort increases
the rms pro t, and has an ambiguous impact on the level of employment. Indeed, anecdotal
evidence suggests that freshly privatized rms often lay o¤ workers in the restructuring phase,
and employ others when more e¢cient operation is starting to carry interest. The government
will privatize a rm if privatization has a positive net impact on its utility.

4.2.2

Solution to the Model

The rms optimal employment level is determined by the owners objective function. The rst
order condition for maximizing the owners utility function given by (4.1 ) is
@U (L; e)
= Af (e)
@L

2bf (e)2 L

w+=0

13
In Chapter 2 we developed a model that endogenized SOE and P RIV the basic idea being that if the public
owners decision on L is noncontractible and probabilistic, reecting the uncertainty of social objectives, then a
risk-averse manager has softer optimal incentives under public than under private ownership.
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which fully characterizes the optimal solution if A > f (0) w, and  < w. If this latter didnt
hold, then the public rm would employ in nitely many workers as the marginal social bene t
of employment would always exceed its costs (assuming free disposal of output). Solving the
FOC for the optimal level of employment, we get

L =

Af (e) (w
2bf (e)2

)

(4.3)

where  > 0 under state, and  = 0 under private ownership. Note that w

 is the net

social cost of employment. The shift in the owners objectives implied by privatization has the
following impact on the rms equilibrium employment level:

L = LP RIV

LSOE =


2bf eSOE

2 < 0

(4.4)

Note from this formula that, if the rm is more e¢cient, i.e. f (eSOE ) is high, then the
change becomes smaller. Thus, more e¢cient rms, ceteris paribus, lay o¤ fewer workers after
privatization than their less e¢cient counterparts.
Substituting the corresponding equilibrium employment level (4.3 ) into the pro t equation
(4.2 ) we obtain the rms pro t:

=

[Af (e) w]2
4bf (e)2

2

=

L2
P RIV
bf (e)2

2
4bf (e)2

Note that  P RIV  0 if  = 0, but this is not necessarily true if  > 0. Thus, private
rms optimal pro t must be non-negative, but SOEs may incur losses in equilibrium. This can
happen if [Af (e)

w]2

2 < 0, that is if the SOE is ine¢cient (f (e) is low), it operates in a

small market (A is small) giving rise to low pro ts anyway, which is reduced sharply by high
wages. Optimal pro t loss, compared to purely pro t-maximizing private rms, is increasing
in the social bene t from employment (). This parameter constellation is likely to hold in
the public utilities sector, or in the mining and heavy industries traditionally employing lots of
redundant workforce and generating huge losses. The di¤erence in the rms pro t under the
di¤erent ownership regimes is given by
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 =  P RIV

2

 SOE =

4bf eSOE

2 > 0

(4.5)

which combined with the shift in optimal employment (4.3 ) gives the net impact of the change
in the owners objectives on the politicians utility

U =  + L =

2
2bf eSOE

2 < 0

(4.6)

Thus, the shift in the owners objectives implies a loss in the governments utility as the
private owner ignores the external social bene t of employment.
Turning to productive e¢ciency we assumed that private ownership gives rise to higher
managerial e¤ort. To derive the impact of higher managerial e¤ort on the private rms pro t,
we take the rst order linear approximation of the pro t function at (LP RIV ; eSOE ), and use
the envelope theorem to derive the impact of higher managerial e¤ort on the rms pro t:14
 (L ; e)
@T C (q  ; e)
f = (e)
=
e =
wLP RIV e > 0
e
@e
f (e)

(4.7)



where T C (q  ; e) = w fq(e) is the total cost of production. Thus, higher managerial e¤ort always
increases the rms pro t. The increase in pro ts is higher if the production function is more
responsive with respect to managerial e¤ort, the rm is initially highly ine¢cient, the rm is
large (many workers wage can be saved), and the marginal cost of employment, including wage,
is high.
To determine how higher managerial e¤ort a¤ects the rms equilibrium employment level
we have to di¤erentiate (4.3 ), the expression for the rms optimal employment level, with
respect to e.15 After some tedious algebra we obtain

LP RIV (e)
w
f = (e)
=
e
f (e) 2bf (e)2

LP RIV


(e) e >< 0

(4.8)

14
Note that we derive the marginal impact of higher managerial e¤ort on the rms pro t and employment
level. If the shift in managerial e¤ort is discrete, then our formulas only approximate the actual change, and
arch elasticities should be computed.
15
In the Appendix to this chapter we derive a more general formula applicable to cases when the rms optimal
employment level cannot be expressed in a closed form.
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The sign of this expression cannot be generally determined. This is in line with the mixed
results of previous empirical literature nding expansion of rms employment level following
privatization in some case, and massive layo¤s in others.
Nevertheless, ceteris paribus, larger rms tend lay o¤ more workers or at least employ less
new ones, as they become more e¢cient. The other main factors determining the sign of the
change in employment as the rm becomes more e¢cient are the wage level, the rms initial
productive e¢ciency, and the slope of the demand curve. If the rm operates with high costs,
i.e. wage level is high and/or the rms productive e¢ciency is low, then a given increase in
managerial e¤ort also leads to sharper increase in output. With a at demand curve (b is small)
a given decrease in marginal costs leads to larger expansion of optimal output and, hence to
larger increase in the rms employment level.
The policy implication to emerge from (4.8 ) is that higher managerial e¤ort implies higher
employment if the relevant market is large and elastic, and the rm has good growth opportunities, as it becomes more e¢cient. This may partly explain why such public utilities are
typically excluded from privatization even in the presence of good price regulation opportunities.16 Public utilities have rather limited growth opportunities, and may face inelastic demand;
hence higher e¢ciency, besides generating higher pro ts, is likely to result in layo¤s rather than
growth. Also, less e¢cient rms have better growth opportunities, than their e¢cient, marketleader counterparts. This may explain why politicians tend to consider pro table SOEs as
"national assets", which are excluded from privatization.
Expressions (4.4 ) and (4.8 ) give privatizations net impact on the rms employment level:
1
L =
2bf (e)2

"

f = (e)
+
(2w
f (e)

#

Af (e)) e >< 0

(4.9)

while (4.5 ) and (4.7 ) do the same for the rms pro tability:

 =

2
4bf eSOE

2 +

f = (e)
wLP RIV e > 0
f (e)

(4.10)

Finally, combining (4.9 ) and (4.10 ) we obtain the following expression for the impact of
privatization on the governments utility:
16

In this chapter we do not consider the possibility of regulation after privatization.
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U =


w
2
f = (e)
+ (w
2 + f (e)
2bf (e)
2bf (e)2

) LP RIV



(4.11)

e >< 0

Note that the sign of this expression is indeterminate reecting that neither state, nor private
ownership is superior in general. In the next section we apply comparative statics to examine
how the impact of privatization on politicians utility depends on di¤erent characteristics of the
rm.

4.2.3

Comparative Statics

Simple comparative statics reveals how di¤erent model parameters a¤ect the probability of
privatization. The next table shows the impact of a marginal increase in the value of our model
parameters on the politicians objectives.
Parameter

Employment

E¢ciency

Managerial e¤ort (e)

?

Wage level (w)

+

Market size (A)

-

+

Mitigates impact

-

-

+

Slope of demand (b)
Social bene t of employment ()

Af (e)

2w >< 0

Higher e¢ciency of SOEs decreases e¢ciency gains from higher managerial e¤ort. The
impact of higher e¢ciency on the employment e¤ect of privatization is ambiguous. On one
hand, from (4.4 ) more e¢cient rms lay o¤ fewer employees as a result of the shift in the
owners objectives. On the other hand, from (4.8 ) more e¢cient rms expand their outputs
less as the rm becomes more e¢cient. Hence, the net impact is determined by the relative
strength of these two e¤ects. This, in turn, depends on the external social bene t of employment
(), the magnitude of extra managerial e¤ort under private ownership (e), and how responsive
the rms e¢ciency is to managerial e¤ort (f = (e)).
Higher wage level in SOEs increases employment gains from privatization, since with higher
wages increasing managerial e¤ort triggers larger expansion of output. Hence,

rms paying

higher equilibrium wages, e.g. due to employing more quali ed workers, are better candidates
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for privatization from the viewpoint of employment objectives. This prediction is also supported
by the empirical fact that more quali ed workers nd new jobs more easily. If we relax our
assumption that the social bene t from employment () does not vary across di¤erent types
of workers, then the government may attach more weight to the employment of less quali ed
workers, and may want to keep rms employing less quali ed workforce in state ownership.
Wages have an ambiguous impact on e¢ciency gains, determined by the sign of Af (e) 2w.
If wage level is low relative to rms e¢ciency and the market size, then rms paying higher
wages can bene t more as they become more e¢cient. On the other hand, however, higher
wages adversely a¤ect the rms growth potential. If growth potential is small anyway (small
market size, and highly e¢cient SOE), then this impact may dominate, and the better growth
opportunity of low-wage rms renders them better candidates for privatization.
The size of the market increases e¢ciency, but decreases employment gains from privatization. The reason for this is that rm-size is increasing in A leading to larger e¢ciency gains, but
also higher layo¤s (or at least less extra employment). This may explain why the governments
are usually reluctant to privatize public utilities, where the size of the market is rather limited.
Steeper demand curve gives rise to higher pro ts, also increasing pro t gains from higher
e¢ciency. On the other hand, the slope of demand does not a¤ect the sign of privatizations
employment e¤ect. A atter demand curve, however magni es the employment e¤ect of privatization, be it positive ( <

f = (e)
f (e)

[2w

Af (e) e]) or negative (>).

Finally, external social bene t of employment () a¤ects only how many employees will be
laid o¤ due to ignoring external social bene ts of employment, but not the impact of higher
e¢ciency. Higher  implies more layo¤s, which has a positive impact on politicians pro t, but
negative on their employment objectives.

4.2.4

Empirical Implications

In this section we summarize the empirical implications of our model to be tested on our
Romanian privatization database introduced in Section 3. The main di¢culty is that, as we
shall see, our database contains plenty of information on individual rms, but very few on the
market characteristics, and employment conditions. Therefore, we shall use expression (4.3 )
giving the equilibrium size of the rm as a function of our model parameters, to derive a link
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between market characteristics, and the desirability of privatization through the size of the
rm. In particular, if according to our assumptions  is constant for all rms, and we control
for e¢ciency and wages, then from (4.3 ) we get that rm size is positively related to market
size, and negatively to the slope of demand.
Our models empirical predictions are given in the next table.
Characteristics

Employment

E¢ciency

Firm size (L)

-

+

Firms e¢ciency (e)

?

-

Wage level (w)

+

Af (e)

2w >< 0

Our model predicts that e¢ciency maximizing politicians will privatize large and ine¢cient
rms, while politicians with serious employment concerns choose small and high-wage rms for
privatization.

4.3

Data and Institutional Design of the Privatization Program

In this section we present our data construction and the institutional features of the privatization. We argue that both the quality of our data and the peculiarities of the Romanian
privatization make the country especially suitable for determining the governments objectives
from privatization decisions.
Our objective is to test what drove the government to exclude an important part of the SOEs
from privatization programs. Our methods contain the comparison of privatized, privatizable
(but actually not privatized) and non-privatizable rms. For this exercise we have to choose
the time span over which governments were interested in the e¤ects of privatization. A natural
solution to this is that this time period coincides with the political cycle: as governments are
interested in reelection, they want maximize public welfare around the time of elections. In
Romania, this was 1992  1996. In the description of the privatization process we concentrate
on this period, and do not discuss the process after 1996.
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4.3.1

Database Construction

Our data come from several sources. The ownership information is drawn from the 2000 and
2003 issue of the State Ownership Fund (SOF) Transactions database. The SOF was responsible of the vast majority of rms that were deemed a privatizable from the beginning of the
privatization process. The data contain the date, percent transferred and type of buyer for all
privatization transactions of rms in the SOF portfolio. Data on SOF rms that were not privatized were obtained from another database of the SOF, which contains the ownership structure
of the rms in 1996 and 2000. In addition, we have yearly portfolio data between 1998-2003
for the ve Financial Investment Funds, founded by the state at the beginning of privatization
process, and becoming private after the Mass Privatization Program in 1996.
We linked the ownership information with yearly balance sheet data provided by the Ministry of Finance. Besides current and previous year balance sheet information, these data
contain basic information of the rms, such as legal form, ownership, industry code and region.17 We cleaned these data using the Romanian Enterprise Registry, a dataset that has
information on legal form, industry, region, employment and the value of sales. We also improved the longitudinal links in the data using rms names and addresses: we checked each
rm which entered or exited our data and had its employment over 50, and tried to nd a
longitudinal link for it.

4.3.2

Institutional Design of the Romanian Privatization Program

Before launching any privatization program, the Romanian government corporatized most of
the SOEs, similarly to other countries from the region. The shares of these companies were
transferred in a 70-30 percent ratio to the portfolios of the State Ownership Fund (SOF) and one
of the ve so-called Private Ownership Funds (POF).18 A number of companies, called Regii
Autonome, were not corporatized, and the transfer of their ownership rights to any private
17

These data provide information on large rms for 1993-1994 and for all rms for later years.
The POFs were funded by the government and they were responsible for the transferring the shares of the
companies from their portfolio directly to the population, but in practice they did not do much by 1996, when the
actual Mass Privatization Program took place. As for the period in covered in this study they were practically
without any possibilities to act on the behalf of their companies, we consider them state owned. As we do not
discuss the period after 1996, the POFs activity is of secondary importance. For an analysis of the POFs tasks
and motivations, see Earle and Sapatoru (1994) and Earle and Telegdy (1998).
18
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owner was explicitly prohibited. These rms remained under the supervision of the relevant
branch ministries. The criteria upon which the rms were selected into this category are rather
vague: according to the law, those companies belong to this group which operate in the strategic
industries of the economy or which were selected into this group for other reasons. The law
does not provide any criteria upon which the strategic industry was de ned, neither what could
other reasons be. This vagueness in the law is in correspondence with our view that political
reasons stayed behind the withdrawal of these rm from any privatization program. Therefore,
comparing the characteristics of the Regii and the SOF rms can provide information about
the governments objectives.
We measure rms belonging to the privatizable or non-privatizable group by looking rst at
the legal form of the company. As the Regii are a special legal form, we can classify them as nonprivatizable. Second, those rms which are in the SOFs portfolio, by de nition are privatizable.
The Regii were not large in number. According to our data, there were 489 such enterprises
in 1992, which is a rather small group, compared to the 9,301 rms in the SOF portfolio. The
regii were large on average. Measured by employment, their average size was 3,456 in 1992,
compared to the SOF rms average of 631 (the di¤erence between the means is statistically
highly signi cant). They were concentrated in several industries, as Table 3 documents that
the regii are concentrated in energy and water, transportation, banking and other services.
Nevertheless, there is signi cant overlap between the industrial structure of the privatizable
and non-privatizable rms. In e¢ciency terms the SOF rms were superior to the Regii, by
both measure we use, but the di¤erence in not statistically signi cant. (We measure e¢ciency
by the labor productivity, de ned as the ratio of the value of sales and average employment of
the rm, and return on assets, de ned as the ratio of the net income of the rm and the value
of tangible assets) The average wage  de ned as the yearly wage bill over the average number
of employees  was almost the same in the two groups. Therefore, these preliminary results
suggest that the most important selection criterion employed by the government in the selection
decision of the rms into privatization programs was the employment size and industry of the
companies.
Although the Law of Privatization was launched in mid 1991, the actual privatization process
started only at the end of 1992. In the last two months of the year 21 rms were privatized
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in the framework of the pilot privatization program. The fact that the government delayed
privatization helps in a great deal our analysis, because this means that the 1992 data  the
rst year of our analysis  is not contaminated by privatization e¤ects.19
During 1992-1996, the second political cycle, the most prevalent form of privatization was
the Management  Employee Buyout (MEBO). Already in the pilot privatization program,
almost all rms were privatized by MEBO, and this trend continued during the whole period.
Our data show that by 1995, about 95 percent of privatization was executed through the MEBO
method.20 The main institutional feature of this method was the creation of the employees
association, a legally and nancially independent non-pro t organization set up by a group of
current and former employees to determine the distribution of shares, negotiate the acquisition
of the rm, and arrange for credits to nance the purchase. The PAS played a critical role in the
governance of the company, at least until the debts associated with the privatization transaction
are fully repaid (generally about 5 years). First, the PAS determined the tradability of shares
both to outsiders and within the company. Second, in the shareholders meeting, the PAS voted
all shares that it held (Earle and Telegdy, 2001).21
A part of the authors have a critical attitude towards insider privatization (e.g., Frydman
and Rapaczyniski 1994), while others have a more favorable view, especially when compared to
mass privatization (e.g., Stiglitz, 2000). The main reasons for this are that workers may care
more about the safety of their own workplace than the productivity of the rm, decision making
may be cumbersome, external nance scarce and workers may lack the necessary expertise to
control the managers (Bonin, Jones and Putterman, 1993; Earle and Estrin, 1996). Insider
privatization which ensured that the ownership rights of the insiders are concentrated was even
more harshly criticized on the grounds that subsequent sales of shares will be harder under these
conditions (Blanchard and Aghion, 1996). While we agree that most probably concentrated
outside ownership is the most bene cial from the point of view of rm restructuring, insider
19
If the rms managers could foresee privatization, than there can be a pre-privatization e¤ect in 1992 (Aghion,
Blanchard and Burgess, 1994; Roland and Sekkat, 2000). Nonetheless, the fact the privatization did barely start
in 1992 certainly diminishes the privatization e¤ect by a great extent.
20
We use lagged privatization in the empirical analysis, so practically all the privatizations in our sample were
MEBOs.
21
During 1995-1996, the government launched the Romanian Mass Privatization Program, which resulted in
the partial transfer of about 6,000 companies in private hands. We do not discuss this program, as in our analysis
this privatization in not included.
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ownership might also bene ted

rms for several reasons. Workers may be better monitors

of the management than the state; Depolitization and subsequent hardening of the budget
constrains may discipline rms even if worker-owners had distorted incentives; Worker-owned
rms usually have little problems with indiscipline and shirking;

nally, subsequent sales to

more e¢cient owners also could bring about the e¢ciency enhancing of the rms. The results
by Earle and Telegdy (2001) on e¢ciency and privatization in Romania also show that the
best owners are concentrated outsiders, followed by insiders and dispersed outsiders, the state
being the least e¤ective in restructuring rms in its portfolio. Nevertheless, the fact that our
sample of privatized rms contains almost exclusively worker-owned rms, has implications on
our results. Assuming that outside owners are indeed more e¢cient than insiders, our results
would be of stronger, if the rms were privatized to outside owners.
We measure privatization with a dummy variable indicating whether the rm is majority
private or not. By the end of 1995, 1,534 or 16 percent of the SOFs portfolio became private by
this criterion. The initial di¤erences between the privatized and continuously state-owned rms
are presented in the last two columns of Table 3. Privatized rms were smaller, much more
e¢cient, and also paid higher wages, than the never privatized ones (the di¤erences are always
statistically signi cant). Therefore, the univariate tests show that the new private owners
favored the small and more e¢cient rms, which probably employed high-skilled workforce.

4.4
4.4.1

Estimation Framework and Results
Estimation Framework

In this section we present the econometric methods we use to estimate the preferences of the
government. As we discussed in the previous section, the peculiar features of the Romanian
privatization design allow us to estimate the governments objectives without the bias of demand
e¤ects for the privatizable companies shares.
First we estimate a probit regression using only 1992 data, the rst available year in our
dataset, and test our models predictions on the decision whether a rm is privatizable. Thus, we
measure the e¤ect of rm characteristics on the privatization choice before actual privatization
happened, and we do not use information on whether the rm was actually privatized or not.
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The basic regression is the following:

P RIVi =

0

(4.12)

+ Xi;92 + ui

The dependent variable P RIVi = 1 if the rm is privatizable and 0 if not. Xi;92 represents
a vector of rm-level characteristics, which, according to our model, inuence the privatization
decision, and ui is the residual. In particular, we enter in the regression the size of the rm
(SIZE), measured by the log employment, the average wage (WAGE), which is the average wage
in the rm (the wagebill over the number of employees), some e¢ciency measure (EFFIC),
proxied either by return on assets (net income over the value of tangible assets) or average
labor productivity (value of sales and net income over the number of employees). In addition,
we control for industry and regional e¤ects with 9 industry and 6 regional dummies. The
industry dummies are proxies for the level of competition on the product market, and regional
dummies control for local conditions in which the rm operates, such as local labor markets.
The estimating equation becomes:

P RIVi =

0+

1 SIZEi;92 +

2 W AGEi;92 +

3 EF F ICi;92 +

9
X

4;j IN Dj;92 +

j=1

5
X

5;j REGj;92 +ui

j=1

(4.13)

This approach has the advantage of not being biased by demand e¤ects, but at the same
time, we use only a small part of the information we have on the rms. In our second estimation
method, we assume that politicians have rational expectations, and foresee how the variables of
interest (employment and e¢ciency) would change after privatization, in function of the rms
1992 characteristics. With this method we use more information about rms, but we also mix in
the analysis the e¤ect of demand for the privatizable rms shares. We rst estimate the e¤ect
of privatization as a function of the rms initial characteristics. Second, using the estimated
e¤ects of privatization, we construct a counterfactual, which predicts what would have been
the e¤ect of privatization on rms that were legally prohibited to become private. Third, we
compare the e¤ects of privatization on the SOF rms with the Regii.
To obtain estimates of the e¤ect of privatization conditional on the initial characteristics
of the rms, we estimate the e¤ect of privatization in 1996, taking into account the 1992 rm
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characteristics. 1996 is a natural choice for the time horizon of the government as it was
an election year. We do the estimation by interacting a vector of 1992

rm characteristics

with a dummy indicating whether the rm was privatized until 1995 or not. Note that this
approach ignores the exact date of the privatization of the individual rms, which relies on
the assumption that the government was also unaware of the time of actual privatization when
divided the rms into privatizable (Regii) and non-privatizable (SOF) categories. In this case
the estimating equation is the following:

yi;96 =

0

+

1 P O96

+

2 P O96 Xi;92

+

3 Xi;92

+ i

(4.14)

where yi;96 is log employment or e¢ciency in 1996 for rm i, P O96 = 1 if rm i was privatized,
and zero otherwise, Xi;92 is the vector of rm i 1992 characteristics and i is the residual. To
allow privatization su¢cient time to have an e¤ect on the operation of the rm we consider a
rm private in 1996 if it was privatized until 1995.
We di¤erentiate between two models allowing di¤erent levels of rm heterogeneity. In the
parsimonious model we use only our original variables of interest, size, e¢ciency, wage and
industry dummies to capture the characteristics of a

rm. In the extended model we also

use a wide variety of cross terms to control for rm heterogeneity, and compare similar rms
when deriving the impact of privatization. In this latter model Xi;92 includes variables like
size*industry, e¢ciency*industry besides the original variables. We also present the results
from applying median regression to control for the potential outliers.
Using the estimated parameters we can simulate the e¤ect of privatization on any rm.
The predicted di¤erence between the value of yi when the rm is privatized or not privatized
is

1 P O96

+

2 P O96 Xi;92 .

Thus, by computing this value for each rm, and by comparing

the average simulated e¤ects of privatization between the two groups (SOF and Regii), we can
assess the motivations of the government.

4.4.2

Results

The estimated marginal e¤ects from the probit estimations are presented in Table 2 of the
Appendix to this chapter. The dependent variable is whether the

rm was privatizable or

not, and thus a positive coe¢cient indicates that larger value of the regressor increased the
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probability that the rm was included in the SOF portfolio. Our variables of interest are the
number of employees, the e¢ciency of the rm, which we measure by labor productivity in the
rst, and by return on assets in the second speci cation, and the wage level of the rm. We
also present the estimated coe¢cients of the industry dummies, as these are proxies for the
competitiveness of the industry.
In both of the speci cations, the coe¢cient on employment is negative and signi cant (0.008). This corresponds with our

ndings from the univariate tests, and shows that the

government was reluctant to privatize large rms. According to our model such strategy is
consistent with politicians employment objectives, while e¢ciency considerations would imply
privatization of large rms.
The second variable of interest is the e¢ciency of the rm: when we measure it as the log
labor productivity, we estimate a positive and signi cant coe¢cient of 0.009,while when we
proxy it with the return on assets, we get a positive but insigni cant coe¢cient of 0.002. Recall
from our model that after controlling for rm size the rms initial e¢ciency has a negative
impact on the expected e¢ciency gains from privatization. Hence this result also supports that
e¢ciency considerations were of secondary importance in politicians objective function. On
the other hand, privatization of more e¢cient rms is consistent with employment objectives,
if initial layo¤s due to the shift in the owners objectives outweigh employment gains from
higher e¢ciency. The arguably short time horizon of Romanian politicians may support this
interpretation. Note, however, that there are other alternative explanations for the privatization
of more e¢cient rms not captured by our model. One of such objectives suggested in the
literature (Bortolotti et al., 2003) is privatization revenue maximization, which implies the
privatization of more e¢cient rms. However, the design of the Romanian privatization, i.e.
most

rms shares were sold for symbolic remuneration, does not support the presence of

revenue considerations.
Wages have a negative e¤ect on privatization (though it is insigni cant in the second specication), which is inconsistent with employment objectives. On the other hand, if e¢ciency of
SOEs is very low, even when compared to low wages in Romania, then privatization of high-wage
rms may come from e¢ciency objectives. At the same time, privatization of high wage rms
may also support alternative hypotheses like paternalistic considerations of the government (see
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Megginson and Netter, 2001, for an overview).
Mining, energy, construction and all kinds of services are proved to have a negative e¤ect
on being included in the SOF portfolio.
The probit results are pretty robust across industries. Excluding energy and transportation
characterized by multiple market failures gives very similar results. Even within industry estimations give similar results, though the variation is more signi cant due to the small number
of Regii rms in many industries. Nevertheless, employment, as proxy of rm size has always
negative sign which is, with one exception, always signi cant. Inclusion or exclusion of jointly
insigni cant regional dummies do not make much di¤erence either.
The simulation results using the actual e¤ect of privatization are presented in Table 5.
Regardless of the speci cation we nd that privatization increased, or would have increased the
employment of the FPS rms by approximately 16%. On the other hand the employment level
of the RA rms would have decreased had they been privatized (except for the speci cation
including cross terms and estimated by median regression). The magnitude of this fall depends
on the speci cation, and ranges between 0 and 59%. The wide range is the result of the
small number of RA rms. The di¤erence between RA and FPS rms is always signi cant,
which shows that employment consideration were likely to be a key factor when the Romanian
government determined which rms can be privatized. These results also justify some of the
politicians fears that privatization of large, ine¢cient Regiis would trigger substantial layo¤s,
and support our ndings from the probit model.
The e¤ect of privatization on the rms e¢ciency di¤ers under the two speci cations. Under
the rst speci cation, using labor productivity as a proxy for e¢ciency the simulated e¤ect of
privatization is positive in case of both RA and FPS rms. Under this speci cation, regardless
of whether we include cross terms or use median regression, RA rms had bene ted more from
privatization, on average 37%, than FPS rms, with an average improvement of 21%. The
di¤erence in favor of RA rms is always signi cant. Coupled with the fact that initially RA
rms were less e¢cient this result supports the prediction of our model that, ceteris paribus,
less e¢cient rms bene t more from privatization. On the other hand, the government had a
tendency to privatize more e¢cient rms, which may indicate that employment considerations
might have played a more prominent role in forming the governments privatization decision
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than potential e¢ciency improvements.
Using ROA as a proxy for e¢ciency still yields positive, though signi cantly smaller e¤ect
of privatization on the e¢ciency of FPS

rms. At the same time, according to this proxy

privatization had no e¤ect on the RA rms e¢ciency. This may indicate that these rms may
be too ine¢cient to restructure. In case of the ordinary regressions the di¤erence in favor of
FPS rms is always signi cant. Thus, according to this speci cation both employment and
e¢ciency considerations justify the governments privatization decision.

4.5

Conclusions

This chapter modeled and estimated the preferences of governments, using information on the
privatization process in Romania. We argued that the Romanian privatization design was such,
that we can decrease the bias coming from demand e¤ects, which contaminates many of such
studies. Our results show, that the Romanian government did not want to privatize large rms
that could experience massive layo¤s, and tended to privatize rms that had relatively high
productivity. In this section, we point out two caveats of the analysis.
First, we argued that demand e¤ects do not contaminate the probit regressions. This is true
to some extent, because we test how the government decided about letting a rm to become
private some time in the future, or block its potential privatization. However, if the government
foresaw, that the demand for some rms shares was practically nil, it could allocate these rms
to the not privatizable category to preserve its reputation. Thus, demand for shares may play
an indirect role in our probit estimations.
Second, the crucial assumption in the simulation exercise is that rms that have not become
private would behave in the same way, as privatized rms, were they actually privatized. As
rms in these groups are rather di¤erent, we cannot be sure that this assumption is realistic.
Augmenting the regression with di¤erent cross terms aimed to compare otherwise similar privatized and non-privatized rms, but the relatively small number of RA rms, and their uneven
distribution across industries weaken our results.
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Appendix A

Appendix for Chapter 2
A.1

Optimal Government Intervention in Private Firms

Under private ownership the optimal regulatory contract o¤ered by the government is the
solution to the following maximization problem:

max

fT r(:);G(:)g

Za

f (G(a))

T r(a)f (a)da

(A.1)

0

subject to incentive constraints that ensure the optimality for the rms to truthfully report
their cost parameter:
T r(a)

c(a; G(a))  T r(e
a)

c(a; G(e
a)) for all a; e
a 2 [0; a]

(A.2)

and participation constraints ensuring that every rm signs the contract:
T r(a)  c(a; G(a)) for all a 2 [0; a]

(A.3)

The standard solution is to substitute incentive compatibility constraints given by (A.2
) with the corresponding local incentive constraints. It can be shown that if the Spence@
Mirrlees conditions ( @a@G
c(a; G(a)) > 0) are satis ed local truthtelling also implies global

truthtelling. Under our assumptions these conditions are satis ed, since if b > 0 and G > 0,
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then

@
bG
@a@G ae

= bGebG  0. Di¤erentiating (A.2 ) with respect to a implies that for truth to

be optimal for all a the following rst and second order conditions must be satis ed:
dT R
(a)
da

c(a; G(a))

dG(a)
= 0 for all a 2 [0; a]
da

(A.4)

and
dG
(a)  0 for all a 2 [0; a]
da
Let us introduce U (a) = T r(a)

(A.5)

c(a; G(a)) the information rent variable received by the

rm with cost parameter a. Then, using the Envelope Theorem we can rewrite (A.4 ) as
d
da U (a)

=

@
@a c(a; G(a)).

With this notation, the governments problem can be reformulated as:

max

fU (:);G(:)g

Za

(m

aebG(a)

"m )G(a)

U (a)f (a)da

(A.6)

0

subject to


U (a) = ebG

(A.7)



(A.8)

G(a)  0
U (a)  0
Ignoring momentarily (A.8 ), we can solve (A.7 ) as
Za

U (a) =

ebG( ) d

a

Substituting this expression into (A.6 ) gives
Za

(m

"m )G(a)

bG(a)

ae

Za
a

0
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ebG( ) d f (a)da

(A.9)

Integrating by parts with g =

Ra

ebG( ) d and f 0 = f (a) gives

a

2 a
3a
Z
Za
bG(
)
4 e
d F (a)5 + (m
a

bG(a)

"m )G(a)

ae

d
da

0

0

Za

ebG( ) d F (a)da

(A.10)

a

The rst expression in the brackets is zero, because at a = a the rst term, and at a = 0 the
second term of the product becomes zero. Executing the di¤erentiation gives
Za

(m

"m )G(a)

aebG(a)

F (a) bG(a)
e
da
f (a)

0

Substituting in the density and distribution functions of a (f (a) = a1 and F (a) = aa ) yields
Za

(m

2aebG(a) f (a)da

"m )G(a)

0

Pointwise maximization gives the second best optimal level of intervention:

GP =

8
<

1
b

ln( m2ab"m ) if 1  ln m2ab"m

:

otherwise

0

(A.11)

Note that this expression also satis es the neglected constraint (A.8 ). Assuming that GP > 0
(that is 1  ln m2ab"m ) the cost of second-best intervention is
c(GP ) =

m

"m
2b

(A.12)

Finally, information rent is given by

U (a) =

Za
a

m

"m
d = ln
2 b
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a m "m
a
2b

(A.13)

A.2

An Alternative Speci cation for the Costs of Intervention

In this Appendix we show how the basic results change if the cost of intervention is decreasing
in pro t (and hence in managers e¤ort). Assume, instead of (2.6 ) the cost of intervention is
given by
c(; G) =

1
et t+"

ebG

Solving the maximization problem corresponding to (2.20 )-(2.21 ) gives the optimal piece-rate:
N0

0

=  2t

m
1+ m
b ln b
 2t + h( 2 + b12  2m 2 1b (" ; "m )   m )

(A.14)

The only, though quite important di¤erence is that the public owner now also takes the e¤ects
of managers e¤ort on social goals into account (see the

m
b

ln m
b term in the numerator). This

results in stronger optimal incentives for the public manager than in the basic speci cation
(

N

<

N0

0

). At the same time, the owner of unregulated private rm ignores such positive

external e¤ects of managers e¤ort on the rms ability to serve social goals. However, if we
compare private regulated and public

rms, then no additional qualitative insights emerge

compared to the basic model. Namely, private owner anticipating that government will o¤er
him a contract after G becomes contractible takes this revenue into account when determining
optimal managerial incentives.
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Appendix B

Appendix for Chapter 3
E¢ciency and Market Outcomes
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Appendix C

Appendix for Chapter 4
C.1

Change in Employment - The General Case

In Section 2 of chapter 4 we derived our theoretical predictions using speci c functional forms.
One may ask, however, how our results extend to more general formulations. The main di¢culty
is that in the general case the rms optimal employment level may not have a closed form.
Even in such cases, however, it is possible derive the marginal impact of higher managerial
e¤ort on the rms equilibrium employment level by using the implicit function theorem. In
particular, according to the implicit function theorem
DLe  (L (eSOE ) ; eSOE )
DLL  (L (eSOE ) ; eSOE )

De L (eSOE ) =

where eSOE is managers e¤ort under state ownership.
In the general case, when the FOC determining the rms optimal level of employment is
given by
@ (e; L)
=
@L
then
@L (:; e)
@e

=

h



@p
q+p
@q
i

@2p
q
@q 2

+ 2 @p
@q

@2p
q
@q 2

+ 2 @p
@q

h

i



@q
@L

@q @q
@e @L
@q @q
@L @L

+

w=0
h

+

@p
@q q

h

+p

@p
@q q

i

+p

@2q
@L@e

i

@2q
@L2

Our results are a special case of this formula, with p (q) = A bq and q = f (e) L. This more
general formula also reveals the impact of relaxing our two simplifying assumptions regarding
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the linearity of the demand function, and constant returns to scale.
Relaxing our linearity, and maintaining all the other assumptions (including that the slope
of the demand curve at L equals b) modi es our formula (4.3 ) for the impact of higher
managerial e¤ort on the rms optimal level of employment as follows:
@LP RIV

(e)

@e

=

f = (e)
f (e)

2
4

w
@2p
q
@q 2

+ 2bf (e)2

3

LP RIV (e)5

Comparing this expression to our original formula reveals that if the demand curve is convex,
@2p
@q 2

< 0, then higher managerial e¤ort has a more positive (less negative) impact on the rms

employment level. The intuition is that if the demand curve is convex, then the demand curve
gets atter, and a given decrease in marginal costs due to higher managerial e¤ort leads to higher
expansion of output, and hence to larger positive shift in the rms equilibrium employment
level.
Relaxing the constant returns to scale assumption in a similar fashion yields
@LP RIV
@e

(e)

=

Thus, increasing returns to scale,

f = (e)
f (e)

@2q
@L2

2

4w

2

2bf (e)
2bf (e)2

3

LP RIV (e) 5
w @2q
f (e) @L2

> 0, magni es the impact of higher managerial e¤ort

on the rms optimal employment level, while decreasing returns to scale mitigates this impact.
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C.2
C.2.1

Descriptive statistics and estimation outputs
Not Privatizable, Privatizable and Privatized Firm Characteristics in
1992
Not Privatizable
All
N
Employment
N
Mean
Standard deviation
t-test (mean equality)
Wage
N
Mean
Standard deviation
t-test (mean equality)
Labor productivity
N
Mean
Standard deviation
t-test (mean equality)
Return on assets
N
Mean
Standard deviation
t-test (mean equality)
Industry
All
Agriculture
Mining
Light industry
Heavy industry
Energy
Construction
Trade
Hotel
Transport
Bank
Other services

489

9301

Privatizable (SOF portfolio)
Not privatized
Privatized
8052

1534

295
5762
3286.8
645.0
15250.3
1434.3
t=12.16 (P>|t|=0.0000)

4919
843
604.0
883.9
1161.2
2476.3
t=5.25 (P>|t|=0.0000)

319
5647
292.0
292.9
220.6
398.9
t=0.04 (P>|t|=0.97)

2404
3243
312.7
278.2
595.0
119.0
t=3.21 (P>|t|=0.0013)

260
5639
1231.4
2927.0
3079.7
17584.7
t=1.55 (P>|t|=0.12)

2419
3216
4194.6
1975.1
26033.4
5515.7
t=4.70 (P>|t|=0.0000)

228
4760
0.0
0.5
0.2
13.9
t=0.56 (P>|t|=0.58)
306
10
8
10
2
152
14
8
0
47
21
80

5698
1154
46
1115
143
30
522
862
164
525
362
518
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2093
2667
1.1
0.1
20.9
0.9
t=2.43 (P>|t|=0.0151)
4569
1087
46
833
115
27
338
576
132
451
287
400

1129
67
0
282
28
3
184
286
32
74
75
118

C.2.2

Determinants of Privatization
Employment
Efficiency
Wage
Mining
Light industry
Heavy industry
Energy
Construction
Trade
Transport
Bank
Other services
Predicted P at x-bar

Specification 1
-0.007**
0.001
0.009**
0.002
-0.010*
0.004
-0.120**
0.051
-0.003
0.006
-0.016
0.018
-0.891**
0.028
-0.026**
0.012
-0.039**
0.018
-0.103**
0.023
-0.072**
0.025
-0.478**
0.071
0.990

Specification 2
-0.008**
0.001
0.002
0.002
-0.003
0.004
-0.155**
0.065
0.001
0.006
-0.006
0.014
-0.895**
0.03
-0.034**
0.016
-0.011
0.011
-0.123**
0.028
-0.079**
0.028
-0.522**
0.076
0.987

Note: Probit estimations. Dependent variable: Dummy indicating whether the rm was
privatizable in 1992. The regression is run only on year 1992. The coe¢cients represent marginal e¤ects from probit estimates. Standard errors in parentheses. Regional e¤ects included.
Reference category for industry dummies: agriculture. * = signi cant at the 5-percent level,
** = signi cant at the 1-percent level.
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C.2.3

Simulated E¤ects of Privatization
Specification 1

Specification 2

RA

FPS

t-stat.

RA

FPS

t-stat.

No cross terms

-0.156

0.182

30.5**

-0.165

0.175

26.1**

Cross terms

-0.019

0.157

12.8**

-0.590

0.164

22.9**

Median - no cross terms

-0.030

0.177

21.4**

-0.043

0.159

20.7**

Median - cross terms

0.033

0.152

9.4**

-0.384

0.163

15.2**

No cross terms

0.340

0.209

-10.3**

-0.023

0.039

3.7**

Cross terms

0.391

0.231

-8.9**

-0.012

0.04

3.1**

Median - no cross terms

0.399

0.147

-15.2**

0.025

0.015

0.5

Median - cross terms

0.354

0.244

-5.6**

0.032

0.021

1.5

Employment

Efficiency

Note: Simulated e¤ects of privatization on employment and e¢ciency (dependent variables).
The coe¢cients represent the percentage change in the dependent variable as a result of (hypothetical) privatization. t-stats indicate whether the e¤ect of privatization is di¤erent in the
case if RA and FPS rms in the statistical sense. * = signi cant at the 5-percent level, ** =
signi cant at the 1-percent level.
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C.2.4

Estimation results underlying simulations

Actual impact of privatization on employment (No cross terms - model)
Specification 1

PEVER
PEVER*Employment
PEVER*Efficiency
PEVER*Wage
PEVER*Mining
PEVER*Light industry
PEVER*Heavy industry
PEVER*Energy
PEVER*Construction
PEVER*Trade
PEVER*Hotel
PEVER*Transport
PEVER*Bank
PEVER*Other services
Employment
Efficiency
Wage
Mining
Light industry
Heavy industry
Energy
Construction
Trade
Hotel
Transport
Bank
Other services
_cons
R-squared

Specification 2

Proxy for efficiency is real output
Proxy for efficiency is real net
over employment
income over real tangible assets
1.516102**
1.384*
0.513
0.570
-0.085**
-0.089**
0.021
0.022
-0.046
0.006
0.032
0.008
-0.090
-0.118
0.100
0.099
(dropped)
(dropped)
0.105
0.061
0.044
0.093
-0.489**
0.165
-0.012
0.071
0.037
0.100
0.613**
0.299
-0.316**
0.106
-0.265*
0.123
-0.466
0.261
1.029773**
0.009
0.1314474**
0.020
0.4412429**
0.057
0.2136943**
0.050
0.056667*
0.029
0.077
0.048
0.6092313**
0.058
0.002
0.038
-0.311**
0.054
-0.171
0.108
0.098**
0.029
-0.058
0.059
0.258**
0.080
-4.230**
0.271
0.827

0.076
0.067
0.045
0.094
-0.475**
0.179
0.018
0.079
-0.042
0.087
0.537
0.321
-0.330**
0.112
-0.267*
0.130
-0.399
0.287
1.034**
0.010
-0.005
0.008
0.606**
0.049
0.205**
0.050
0.117**
0.029
0.125*
0.051
0.560**
0.068
-0.051
0.040
-0.133**
0.043
-0.042
0.118
0.046
0.033
-0.153*
0.062
0.152
0.090
-4.261**
0.279
0.830

Note: Dependent variable: Firms 1996 employment. Independent variables:

rms 1992

characteristics, a dummy whether the rm was privatized until 1995, and cross terms (dummy*1992
characteristics) Standard errors in parentheses. No regional e¤ects. Reference category for industry dummies: agriculture. * = signi cant at the 5-percent level, ** = signi cant at the
1-percent level.
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Actual impact of privatization on e¢ciency (No cross terms - model)
Specification 1

PEVER
PEVER*Employment
PEVER*Efficiency
PEVER*Wage
PEVER*Mining
PEVER*Light industry
PEVER*Heavy industry
PEVER*Energy
PEVER*Construction
PEVER*Trade
PEVER*Hotel
PEVER*Transport
PEVER*Bank
PEVER*Other services
Employment
Efficiency
Wage
Mining
Light industry
Heavy industry
Energy
Construction
Trade
Hotel
Transport
Bank
Other services
_cons
R-squared

Specification 2

Proxy for efficiency is real output
Proxy for efficiency is real net
over employment
income over real tangible assets
-0.131
-0.369
0.668
0.226
-0.074*
-0.042*
0.031
0.021
-0.186**
-0.017**
0.064
0.003
0.360**
0.114*
0.135
0.058
(dropped)
(dropped)
0.171
0.094
0.314
0.176
0.198
0.145
0.088
0.074
0.136
0.161
-0.152
0.246
0.121
0.103
-0.167
0.105
-0.026
0.169
0.197**
0.012
0.343**
0.027
0.158**
0.054
-0.177
0.111
-0.107**
0.037
0.104
0.072
0.117*
0.047
-0.031
0.034
-1.919**
0.075
-0.081
0.116
-0.718**
0.033
-0.397**
0.050
-0.345**
0.094
2.582**
0.257
0.410

0.066
0.047
0.006
0.018
-0.043
0.037
0.025
0.014
0.070
0.049
0.077
0.041
-0.051**
0.018
-0.024
0.031
-0.111*
0.049
0.000
0.002
0.018**
0.003
0.008**
0.003
-0.003
0.004
0.006
0.004
-0.002
0.002
-0.004**
0.001
-0.003
0.002
0.003
0.004
0.001
0.002
-0.007**
0.001
-0.001
0.002
-0.002
0.003
-0.040*
0.020
0.051

Note: Dependent variable: Firms 1996 e¢ciency. Independent variables:

rms 1992 char-

acteristics, a dummy whether the rm was privatized until 1995, and cross terms (dummy*1992
characteristics) Standard errors in parentheses. No regional e¤ects. Reference category for industry dummies: agriculture. * = signi cant at the 5-percent level, ** = signi cant at the
1-percent level.
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